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ABSTRACT

As firms rapidly develop solutions in order to increase revenue and market share, software
development decisions considered to be temporary shortcuts and/or compromises may be
implemented. These shortcuts represent “technical debt,” a metaphor which succinctly describes
a software solution that should be “paid in full” or remediated in the future. Software architects
and developers intend to resolve the “debt” in future product releases, but practitioners recognize
that the challenge of always innovating may indefinitely postpone this remediation effort. Further,
the accumulation of technical debt may have long term impact on the product’s maintainability by
the software development teams and, consequently, impact the effort estimate delivered to
management for forecasting product delivery timelines and product revenue expectations. While
there are multiple publications that have studied effort estimation in traditional and agile software
development strategies, there is limited research which considers technical debt during the
estimation effort. As a result, the purpose of this dissertation is to design and propose a research
model intended to determine whether or not the consideration of technical debt during the effort
estimation process will improve the accuracy of the effort estimate in an agile project.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
How long will it take?

This fundamental question is routinely posed to software

development practitioners in an attempt to understand the potential delivery date and
corresponding budget of a project or effort. The motivation for the question may serve a number
of purposes. For a deadline-driven manager, the inquiry could signal a desire to accelerate the
delivery of a software solution. For the corporate accountant, the request could correspond to a
request for a time component variable in a more complex financial equation aimed at giving
executive management a budget forecast. Regardless of the initial motivation for the question,
the unspoken desire is accuracy. Of course, early delivery would be considered the most desirable
outcome, but being able to consistently and accurately forecast the delivery date is beneficial in
any work environment. In a software development environment and throughout this dissertation,
this desired outcome is called an accurate effort estimate.
1.1. Background.
With a desire for accuracy in our effort estimates, extending the forecasted deadlines is an
obvious concern for the software development practitioner. There are a number of studies that
attempt to address the inaccuracies of effort estimation. One of the first known papers addressing
software effort estimation was published by Farr and Nanus in 1964 (Farr and Nanus 1964). In
their publication, Farr and Nanus succinctly summarized the problem by saying “estimates have
1

historically been very unreliable.” In an attempt to address the estimation difficulties, they
identified approximately fifty factors that influenced the cost estimate effort of a software project
and focused primarily on the cost factors.
Fast forward thirty years and we see the software industry was still faced with effort
estimation challenges.

As a part of their Project Smart, The Standish Group International

published results that validated the specific concerns of inaccurate effort estimations (Clancy
1995). In 1995, they surveyed IT executive managers and determined that for projects that reached
completion, the time estimate average was 222% of the original time estimate. Related, the survey
reported on cost overruns, where the budget overrun averaged 189% of the original forecasted
budget. Further, as cited by Laqrichi, Gourc, and Marmier (Laqrichi et al. 2015), a more recent
study conducted by The Standish Group International found that 44% of software projects
extended beyond the expected costs and time estimates.
Giving further evidence, the Harvard Business Review (HBR) claimed to have conducted
one of the largest global studies of IT change initiatives (Flyvbjerg and Budzier 2011), where
change involves new product development as well as product enhancement. After examining
1,471 projects, their findings showed a black swan or surprising finding. Specifically, their
research revealed that one out of every six projects incurred a cost overrun of 200%, on average,
and a schedule overrun of almost 70%. HBR noted that by only looking at the overall averages,
consultants and IT managers are missing these damaging outliers that can dramatically impact
corporate budgets and negatively impact the careers of technology executives.
Finally, a recent survey conducted by Coding Sans evaluated the current state of the
software development industry from the perspective of software firms. Among other findings,
their survey revealed that effort estimation is ranked as the second highest cause of software
2

developer problems (“Software Development Trends 2018” n.d.). Their Figure 1.1 below shows
the top ten reasons for delivery problems.

Figure 1.1. Coding Sans’ visualization of the reasons for delivery problems (“Software Development Trends 2018”).

While the challenges of consistently achieving accurate effort estimates have persisted
for as long as software development has been a professional field, the software development
community has evolved in an attempt to improve a variety of factors of software development
including effort accuracy. In the early 1980s, Boehm published a current state of the software
engineering landscape and highlighted a number of the more popular cost estimation techniques
while promoting his Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) technique (Boehm 1981). In his
Figure 1.2 below, Boehm visually explains his perspective on the challenge of accurate effort
estimates. In short, Boehm suggested the accuracy of the estimate improved as the software
development project moved, from left to right, through the various phases until the software is
ready for delivery to the customer. This graph is commonly referred to as the Cone of
Uncertainty.
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Figure 1.2. Boehm’s visualization of effort accuracy during each development phase (Boehm 1981).

While the traditional techniques presented by Boehm are still in practice today, an
alternative software development model has gained acceptance, namely agile. Agile software
development principles brought the promise of improved quality and speed of product delivery
(“Manifesto for Agile Software Development” 2001). When introduced, agile touted a
customer-first strategy, where development engaged in frequent communication with business
professionals and continuously developed leading to more frequent product releases. As it
relates to the accuracy of effort estimation in a software development project, the Cone of
Uncertainty comes under fire. Specifically, the agile development model presents the notion that
as time marches on, the accuracy of the estimate will suffer. In a nutshell, the agile philosophy is
4

built upon the assumption that the details of customer requirements will change over time. In
some ways, a 180-degree rotation of Figure 1.1 may depict the agile perspective more accurately.
That is, as the time before the customer can evaluate the software increases, the accuracy of
meeting the customer expectations may decrease.
In parallel with the popularity of agile software development lifecycle efforts with their
rapid release cycles, software development teams may begin to recognize the impact of poor
historical code design on future code enhancements. These poor designs represent technical
debt, a metaphor which succinctly describes a software solution that should be “paid in full” or
remediated in the future (Cunningham 1992). Software development teams aware of this debt
typically intend to resolve the debt in future product releases, but practitioners recognize the
challenge presented by always innovating may indefinitely postpone this remediation effort.
Furthermore, the accumulation of technical debt may have long term impact on the product’s
maintainability by the software development teams and, consequently, impact the effort estimate
delivered to management for forecasting product delivery timelines, product revenue
expectations, and software development budget forecasts. However, even when this debilitating
debt is recognized, it is unclear if or how that debt is considered during a software development
team’s effort estimation exercises.
1.3. Problem Statement.
This study has a primary contribution. The purpose is to design and propose a research
model intended to determine whether or not the consideration of technical debt during the effort
estimation process will improve the accuracy of the effort estimate in an agile project.
A review of previous studies uncovered some key findings of prior work:

5

1. Agile software development techniques are being studied; researchers continue to
indicate that more research is required.
2. Researchers have studied technical debt prevention techniques as well as technical
debt detection. However, the studies are tied almost exclusively to agile software
programming efforts without consideration of any human or team factors.
3. As noted in prior sections, the accuracy of effort estimates in software development
projects remains a top priority for the software industry.
4. After a thorough review, a gap in the research has been identified as it relates to
technical debt. Specifically, there appears to be no research model that incorporates
technical debt into an existing effort estimation process involving agile software
development projects.
Researchers recognize the challenges of determining “how long it takes” to deliver a
software product and have provided various software development methodologies and
techniques to address inaccurate effort estimates in software development without reaching a
definitive solution. Furthermore, corporations desire accurate effort estimations for the timely
delivery of products and accurate forecasting of revenue potential as well as budget forecasts.
However, prior studies indicate that over fifty years of software development maturation have
not resolved the challenge of inaccurate effort estimations for software development projects.
There remains a need to provide further clarity on the factors that influence the accuracy of an
effort estimate.
For that purpose, this dissertation intends to provide insights into this research question:
“In an agile software project, does the consideration of technical debt during the effort
estimation process improve the accuracy of the effort estimate?”
6

1.4. Problem Significance.
The significance of this problem is evident to researchers and software development
practitioners alike. Even with the adoption of modern software development lifecycles and
strategies, prior research shows the accuracy of effort estimates remains a challenge affecting the
revenue, budgets, and careers of technology professionals worldwide. Research that advances a
solution to the challenge of an accurate effort estimate is well overdue.
1.5. Defining Technical Debt.
As a key factor of this dissertation’s research model, it is important to understand technical
debt in a software development context. Since 1992, when Ward Cunningham associated the term
“debt” with software development in his report on the WyCash Portfolio Management System
(Cunningham 1992), technical teams have clutched on to the term to characterize the problems
they face when developing and maintaining software applications.
Today, technical debt is considered a computer programming metaphor where software
developers take real or perceived implementation shortcuts during initial software development
that eventually must be “paid” in the future. The “payment” is typically in the form of rewriting
components of the software application. Until the “payment” is made in full, the impact could be
any number of work-a-round or manual activities, including developing applications to monitor
for errors, hiring additional employees to manually perform duties, and even limiting the
application functionality for customers.

At times, explaining a software development concept outside the software world helps
explain a concept. Consider a Chief Information Officer (COO) for a major automobile
manufacturer being challenged by the board to improve the production capabilities in
7

manufacturing facilities. The COO assembles his management team and succinctly delivers the
edict for a new focus. After all, time is money. After reviewing the manufacturing steps and
customer satisfaction surveys, the management team determines that windshield wipers involve a
manual installation process. After analyzing the available customer data on the criticism and
need for windshield wipers worldwide, the management team recommends shipping thousands
of new cars without windshield wipers. The idea is approved and implemented. Now, as new
owners purchase these wiper-less cars and experience inclement weather, these same owners
begin to call upon or visit dealerships to complain about the lack of wipers. As the bad news
travels to corporate headquarters, the COO’s management team recognizes the problem, but
ignores it for now and directs complaints to their customer service department staffed with
individuals who attempt to reason with the owners. But as new car owners experience more bad
weather as well as windshield insect splatter, complaints rise and new car sales for the
automobile manufacturer begin to plummet. It now becomes evident to the COO that windshield
wipers are needed. So, the COO orders a mass recall to install wipers.

This fictitious example presents the case for the core issue of technical debt that concerns
practitioners. In this example, the cost of installing wipers at the manufacturing plant would
have been less expensive than the recall costs necessary to notify the impacted customers, to
schedule visits at local dealerships, to ship wipers to the dealers, and to perform the same wiper
installation manually, possibly paying overtime wages to repair specialists interested in resolving
customer complaints as soon as possible. The cost of performing a task properly initially is less
than the task remediation costs in the future.

8

Returning to agile software development, a modern concept of technical debt was
addressed by Kruchten, Nord, Ozkaya, and Falessi. The authors noted that the metaphor originally
introduced by Ward Cunningham in 1992 may still be confusing to some in the current industry
(Kruchten et al. 2013a). They provide a more recent definition, articulated by Steve McConnell.
In his words, technical debt is a consequence of “a design or construction approach that's
expedient in the short term but that creates a technical context in which the same work will cost
more to do later than it would cost to do now (including increased cost over time).” Today,
technical debt is most commonly associated with agile programming projects.
According to a survey conducted by Lim, Taksande, and Seaman against thirty-five
practitioners from British Columbia and the United States, there is evidence that technical debt
exists (Lim et al. 2012).

Their findings indicated that while seventy-five percent of the

respondents did not recognize the term technical debt initially, upon giving a brief definition of
the metaphor, all practitioners except two understood the concept immediately.
What causes technical debt? There is evidence of multiple causes. Lim et al. (Lim et al.
2012) reported that practitioners from their study did not see sloppy programming or poor
developer discipline as the cause, but rather the “intentional decisions to trade off competing
concerns during development.” Similarly, Kruchten, Nord, and Ozkaya (Kruchten et al. 2012)
suggest that most authors point to schedule pressure as the major cause of technical debt. However,
they identified other potential causes including human factors such as carelessness, lack of
education, and incompetence as well as non-human factors such as poor processes and a lack of
automated quality control (Kruchten et al. 2012).

While these prior research efforts suggest

schedule failure risks are a major cause of technical debt, there has been no prior study that
evaluates the impact of schedule uncertainty on the perceived level of technical debt.
9

1.6. Conceptual Model.
Figure 1.3 provides a visual of the conceptual model of this study, referred to as the
“Factors Influencing Agile Development Effort Estimation Accuracy” (FIADEEA) model.

Figure 1.3. A visual representation of the FIADEEA model.

In the center of the model is the dependent variable, the Accuracy of the Effort Estimate
in an Agile Project (AEE). To the left of the FIADEEA model is the key construct for this study,
the degree to which technical debt was considered during the effort estimation process. We also
attempt to group the factors above and below AEE. Along the top of the model are the project10

based factors. Along the bottom of the model are the team-based factors or factors that are
evaluated from the perspective of the team instead of individuals.
Key definitions of the conceptual model are provided below while related propositions
will be provided in line with the corresponding definitions.
Accuracy of the Effort Estimate in an Agile Project (AEE). AEE is the degree to which
the estimated timeline of the effort concurs with the actual effort. By measuring the difference
between the estimated effort time and the actual effort time, the effort estimation accuracy can be
determined for an agile project.
Degree to Which Technical Debt was Considered During the Estimation Process (TD).
The degree to which agile team members considered technical debt in the existing source code,
libraries or modules during the effort estimation task. And while agile teams may recognize the
influence of technical debt on project delivery, prior to this study, technical debt has no clear
presence in popular agile effort estimation techniques.
P0: The Degree to Which Technical Debt was Considered During the Estimation
Process (TD) is positively related to AEE. This proposition is intended to be one of
the key contributions of this dissertation. Prior research has not included TD in
estimation models or efforts. This dissertation postulates that the consideration of
technical debt (TD) will improve the effort estimate in an agile project.
Perceived Complexity of the Effort. The extent to which the number of components and
associated component interactions is considered challenging. Prior research by Ziauddin et al.
(Ziauddin and Zia 2012) emphasized the importance of the complexity impact on the agile effort
estimation. They suggested the use of a User Story Complexity Scale unique to the agile team,
11

which would rank the effort based on a number of factors including research requirements,
difficulty of judgement calls, system or subsystem dependencies as well as the need for
refactoring.
P1: The Perceived Complexity of the Effort is negatively related to AEE. Consistent
with prior research, this dissertation also suggests that effort complexity affects agile
projects. As complexity increases, the inability for agile team members to “see” the
impact of the component interactions will negatively influence the ability to
accurately estimate the effort.
Perceived Scale of the Effort. The size of the effort. Perceived scale is concerned with
factors that influence the size of the effort including the projected budget costs, personnel count,
geographic involvement, and project duration, just to name a few. An example of a large-scale
project would be the replacement of an accounting system at a Fortune 500 corporation.
P2: The Perceived Scale of the Effort is negatively related to AEE. As mentioned in
the definitions section, scale is the size of the effort. While some researchers may
combine scale with complexity, this dissertation intentionally segregates the two
constructs in order to capture the influence of project size.
Perceived Aggressiveness of the Effort Timeline. The degree to which a project’s
timeline is compressed below the ideal timeline.
P3: The Perceived Aggressiveness of the Effort Timeline is negatively related to AEE.
For individuals with a software development background as a practitioner, it “makes
sense” that developers would argue that an increase in aggressive timelines would
reduce AEE. This dissertation intends to include perceived aggressiveness as a
12

construct to determine its influence on AEE from the perspective of developers,
technical project leaders (e.g., scrum master) and other agile project team members.
Prior Estimation Experience. The years of experience involved with estimating effort in
software development projects. According to Usman et al, not all agile team members use effort
estimation.(Usman et al. 2014).
P4: Prior Estimation Experience is positively related to AEE. This dissertation
expects seasoned software developers as well as seasoned software development
teams to have an advantage on knowing how to perform software effort estimations
and should give more accurate estimates.
Perceived Project Control. The degree to which the effort timeline can be influenced.
The belief by the agile team of having some influence on the project deliverables. For example,
an agile team may desire to postpone new project enhancements brought forward by a client until
a current agile iteration known as a “sprint” is complete. Having project control means the
software development team can influence the internal or external customer to postpone the
enhancement request and avoid jeopardizing the delivery.
P5: Perceived Project Control is positively related to AEE. An increase in project
control gives the agile team members increased confidence that their project timeline
estimates will not be negatively affected due to changing priorities or requirements.
Problem Domain Knowledge. The degree to which agile team members are familiar with
the discipline or field that the application encompasses. Throughout an agile project, agile team
members will plan and develop solutions to address various programming problems. A
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combination of the agile team’s skills, experience and familiarity (a.k.a., program domain
knowledge) with each type of problem will guide the team towards specific solutions.
P6: Problem Domain Knowledge is positively related to AEE. When the agile team
or team members have more familiarity with the business or technical problem which
the software development effort intends to address, this dissertation assumes their
ability to make accurate effort estimates increases.
Project Specific Code Base Knowledge. The degree to which the agile team members
have past experience with existing source code, libraries or modules that will be utilized in the
software development effort.
P7: Project Specific Code Base Knowledge is positively related to the degree to
which TD was considered during the effort estimation process. When an agile team
has familiarity with significant portions of a particular code base, this dissertation
expects the team’s visibility into areas of potential technical debt to be high.
P8: Project Specific Code Base Knowledge is positively related to AEE. This
dissertation postulates that increases in code base knowledge increases the ability to
accurately estimate the effort.
1.7. Proposed Methodology.
This dissertation and corresponding study will follow the guidance of Churchill
(Churchill 1979). This includes instrument development and conducting a pilot study to purify
the instrument. Afterwards, a main study will be conducted followed by assessing the reliability
and validity, and finally, developing empirical conclusions.
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Practitioners having experience with agile software development methods are the target
audience of both the pilot and main studies. Computer programming skills are not required to
answer instrument questions. This allows for participation from practitioners from various agile
areas including project management and quality control. The entire survey instrument can be
found in APPENDIX A.
To test the validity of the instrument, factor analysis will be utilized during the pilot study
provided there is sufficient data. If not, Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) will be used during
the main study. In short, EFA does not assume any a-priori relationship with the constructs and,
as a result, should aide in the validation of the survey instrument (Petscher et al. 2013).
Reliability testing will involve Cronbach’s alpha measurements (Jarvis et al. 2003). Consistent
with an acceptable level of measured reliability in academic research, the alpha coefficients
should exceed 0.7.
3.3.1. Conducting the Pilot Study.
A pilot study will be conducted at two nearby software firms where agile software
methods are utilized on a daily basis during their software development life cycle (SDLC). The
participants will be part-time or full-time practitioners with prior agile experience.
After the refinement of the instrument, the main study will be conducted with the revised
instrument. Beyond basic analysis using descriptive statistics, regression will be used to perform
data analysis on the main study (McCullagh 1980).
1.8. Chapter Overview.
The purpose of Chapter I was to share some background concerning the complex
challenge of accurately providing an effort estimate in an agile software development project, to
15

introduce technical debt as a key factor in agile software development, and to propose a plan for
researching the influence of considering technical debt during the effort estimation process of an
agile software development project.
The remaining chapters in this dissertation will be as follows. Chapter II will review the
related literature covering each of the key components in the conceptual model, graphically
depicted in Figure 1.2, namely effort estimation, technical debt, agile software methodologies,
team development and project management. Chapter III will introduce the conceptual model and
propositions in greater detail while also presenting the methodology for both the pilot and the
main studies. Chapter IV will provide details of the pilot study effort and results, as well as the
main study and results, and a discussion of those results. Chapter V will cover the empirical
conclusions, discuss the limiting conditions of the study and discuss implications for researchers
and practitioners. Finally, Chapter VI will conclude the study with some discussion of future
research directions.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Before describing the conceptual model for factors that impact the accuracy of the effort
estimate in an agile project, an examination of previous published research is needed. The focus
of this literature review is on five areas of study: effort estimation, technical debt, agile software
development projects, project or project management factors, and team development factors.
The intent is not to exhaustively cover all aspects of these topics of study, but rather to focus on
the key research areas related to this topic of study and to uncover any potential opportunities
that warrant further study. First, the key factors that impact effort estimation are discussed,
followed by a review of related effort estimation studies.
2.1. Technical Debt.
As a first step in exploring technical debt, it is necessary to move from the vague
metaphor established by Ward Cunningham (Cunningham 1992) and recognize a more current
concept of technical debt in a software development environment. A modern definition of
technical debt is presented by Kruchten, Nord, Ozkaya, and Falessi. The authors noted that the
metaphor originally introduced by Cunningham may still be confusing to some in the current
industry (Kruchten et al. 2012). They provide a more recent definition, articulated by Steve
McConnell. In his words, technical debt is consequence of “a design or construction approach
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that's expedient in the short term but that creates a technical context in which the same work will
cost more to do later than it would cost to do now (including increased cost over time).”
With this modern definition in mind, it is important to note that technical debt is the
consequence of a decision. Further, technical debt should not be equated to software defects or
software bugs. While previous expedient decisions in a technical context may introduce bugs,
even software developed without expedient decisions includes functionality that, under new or
uncertain circumstances, will generate incorrect results or cause unexpected errors. Kruchten et
al. provided a simple chart to distinguish technical debt from defects/bugs, shown in Figure 2.1.
This categorization shows the perspective of the client or customer, noting that defects and
technical debt offer negative value but they are different by their visibility to the customer.
While it isn’t safe to assume that all technical debt is invisible to the customer, the chart serves
the purpose of distinguishing technical debt from software bugs or defects.

Figure 2.1. Categories of backlog items to be developed by an Agile team (Kruchten et al. 2012).

Of particular interest to this study is the notion that the “cost” of delaying an appropriate
design or construction approach increases over time. Besides the potential financial impact of
these expedient design or construct approaches, this dissertation intends to evaluate the
consideration of technical debt during the effort estimation task in an agile software development
environment.
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With technical debt defined, attention can now be turned to the actual literature review of
technical debt. In the past fifteen years, most of the research attention towards technical debt
considered only the technical factors. Numerous publications were found to have addressed the
technical aspects of identifying, preventing, and reducing technical debt in a code base. Three
important publications were identified that discussed the types of technical debt in a software
development environment in detail.
Alves, Mendes, de Mendonça, Spínola & Shull performed a comprehensive literature
review aimed at mapping strategies intended to identify and manage technical debt (Alves et al.
2016). Their specific research question was, “What are the strategies that have been proposed to
identify or manage technical debt in software projects?” Figure 2.2 shows their categorization of
technical debt research. A key finding noted by the authors was the absence of real-world studies
in the software industry.

Figure 2.2. Alves et al. categorization of technical debt research (Alves et al. 2016).

At Google, Morgenthaler, Gridnev, Sauciuc, & Bhansali provided an in-depth discussion
covering the technical strategies for dealing with various types of technical debt in existing code
bases (Morgenthaler et al. 2012) across domains. The authors referred to this as build debt.
While it is not necessary to cover their categorization of technical debt, the authors
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acknowledged technical debt as a problem that must be addressed proactively across all Google
software projects. Their specific advice for Google developers in dealing with debt can be
summarized with these three principles implemented at Google.
1. Use automation. Google encourages the use of automated tools to detect and even
remediate technical debt found across Google software projects and teams.
2. Make it easy to do the right thing. Morgenthaler et al. recognized that developers
may introduce technical debt because they are unaware. As a result, there was
interest in detecting and preventing these early causes of technical debt during code
editing or code review. The authors noticed this was a non-trivial problem.
3. Make it hard to do the wrong thing. The authors noted examples that would include
compile-time and link-time decisions that would prevent Google developers from
creating a dependency on software that is not ready for deployment and to build more
strict checks that generate compile time errors and warnings.
In conclusion, Morgenthaler, et al. encouraged organizations to “pay attention to the debts early”
and create tools and an environment that encourages the continuous repayment of technical debt.
Separately, Kazman, Cai, Mo, Feng, Xiao et al. focused on architecture debt, a type of
technical debt that is invisible to the customer but impacts to ability to enhance the product over
time. In short, the authors’ primary research question was, “Are the identified architecture issues
the root cause of technical debt?” Using their tool, Titan (Xiao et al. 2014), to analyze the
software source code architecture, the authors performed a case study with one software
company and had promising results to support their hypothesis. A key finding involved their
calculation on a return of investment (ROI) of at least thirty percent by refactoring the
architecture to attempt to reduce or eliminate the technical debt (Kazman et al. 2015).
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Aside from the articles that focused on the technical factors involving the prevention and
detection of technical debt in software development, relatively few studies were identified with a
focus on the human factors that influence technical debt. Acuna, Juristo, & Moreno proposed a
framework for assigning developers to the correct roles in a software development team, based on
their personality traits (Acuna et al. 2006). They used Raymond Cattell’s 16PF personality
questionnaire as a starting point (Cattell et al. 1970). The authors’ recommended using their role
assignment findings as a tool for rational guidance to assist managers in role assignment. Their
findings were not intended to be a final determining factor of role assignment of developers.
Instead, their study gave software managers another tool to evaluate appropriate roles in
conjunction with preferences, job levels and technical knowledge.
Avgeriou, Kruchten, Nord, Ozkaya, & Seaman covered a broad range of topics associated
with technical debt, including a perspective that technical debt begins at the outset of the software
project (Avgeriou et al. 2016). Most notably, four triggers of technical debt were suggested,
namely: process, management, context and business goals.

The authors emphasized the

importance of researchers, educators, practitioners, and tool developers needing to work together
to address the ongoing concerns of technical debt.
Fortunately, or unfortunately, no prior research combining technical debt with effort
estimation was found. This gap in the research gives hope that this dissertation will make a useful
contribution to the body of work dedicated to exploring the management of technical debt in agile
software development efforts.
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2.2. Agile Software Development.
Central to our study of effort estimation is a narrowing of the focus to one software
development lifecycle model, namely agile software development. Agile software development
principles brought the promise of a customer-first mindset, frequent communication between
developers and business professionals, and continuous development leading to more frequent
product releases, all in an effort to improve the quality and speed associated with the delivery of
software products. As discussed by Ruparelia (Ruparelia 2010), agile software development is
one of several software development lifecycle models available to software teams. Specific
branches of agile programming include crystal, extreme programming (XP), joint application
development (JAD), Lean Development (LD), and Scrum. In 2001, a group of software
developers met to discuss what is common among the different agile branches and out of their
meetings came the Agile Manifesto. (“Manifesto for Agile Software Development” 2001).
While the manifesto efforts may not have contributed any particular changes to agile
development branches, it is widely considered to be a major contributor to a turning point
affecting the growing popularity of agile software development among practitioners.
Currently, there is evidence that agile techniques are in vogue. A recent industry survey
conducted by HP Enterprise showed the overall growth pattern of agile (Agile Is the New Normal
2017). Interviewing 601 development and Information Technology (IT) professionals, their
survey indicated an annual increase of reported agile adoption. Figure 2.3 shows their growth
chart of agile adoption over a ten-year period. These results give evidence of the importance of
agile in the software development industry and warrants emphasis as a key topic of this
research’s literature focus.
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Figure 2.3. Ten-year Agile adoption rate (Agile Is the New Normal 2017).

Dybå and Dingsøyr provided a thorough, systematic review of research literature focused
on agile software development (Dybå and Dingsøyr 2008). They identified 1,996 studies in all,
including 36 empirical studies. As a part of their research review, they categorized the empirical
studies into four major categories: (1) introduction and adoption, (2) human and social factors,
(3) perceptions of agile methods and (4) comparative studies. Based on their analysis, the
majority of the empirical studies focused on the agile method known as extreme programming
(XP). From their review of the empirical studies, the authors noted that agile methods in these
studies were considered to contribute to an increase in productivity as well as quality control
when compared to alternative SDLC techniques. However, the authors questioned some of the
study participant recruitment strategies that would ensure an unbiased comparison. Finally, the
authors noted that future research focus on Scrum, a growing agile branch popular among
practitioners, warranted attention. It is worth noting that neither effort estimation nor technical
debt were discussed in their thorough review.
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A more recent study discussed the emerging themes of agile software development
(Dingsøyr and Lassenius 2016). Their Figure 2.4 graphically shows the relative count of
publications focused on agile software development over a ten-year period. Their search and
categorization efforts were taken from a single search source, the Scopus scientific database.
The authors noted the decline in research interests involving XP agile methods along with a
significant emphasis on the Scrum techniques. At the time of their study, the authors noted that
practitioners may prefer the continuous integration agile methods, but they provided no empirical
evidence for their assertion. Continuous integration promotes the continuous and automated
verification of components prior to integration. While the authors may consider “Continuous
Integration” an agile technique, the act of increasing the frequency and automated testing and
integration of new features into the main or master product multiple times per day may be
incorporated into any software development life cycle technique.

Figure 2.4. Relative interest over time in various Agile techniques (Dingsøyr and Lassenius 2016).
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Of course, agile software development methods are not without warts. Turk, France and
Rump covered the underlying assumptions of the Agile Manifesto and how the assumptions may
introduce limitations for the particular software development project (Turk et al. 2014). In the
authors’ words, “Agile approaches are not process silver bullets.” Because agile methods
emphasize frequent team communication and speed of delivery, there are two limitations that
agile practitioners routinely have to address. First, team complexity can be created by
geographical dispersion of the software teams, including subcontracted teams as well as large
development teams. Core to the principles of agile software development is the ease of
communication among the teams. However, with the team complexity heightened, as outlined
above, communication may be non-trivial and possibly prohibitive, especially in the case of
geographic dispersion. Second, the authors pointed to product complexity as the other key factor
that may challenge the assumptions of agile software development. Besides product complexity
involving multiple intricate components, safety critical software may prohibit rapid release
cycles and require a more formal testing process, creating a hybrid software development model
that incorporates agile methods as well as traditional techniques that emphasize formal processes
and testing to ensure safety. This added requirement will necessitate rigorous processes to
maintain quality confidence.
As one potential solution to the challenges noted by Turk et al., Qurashi and Qureshi
offer a solution for large scale teams called a “Scrum of Scrums” (Qurashi and Qureshi 2014).
Their Scrum of Scrums allows for multiple Scrum teams with the Scrum master or Scrum leader
also participating as a Scrum member in a larger Scrum team. A key to success is to form the
Scrum teams to address specific components or modules that allow for rapid communications
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without the limitations that can be associated with cross-team development efforts. As pointed
out by the authors, this layering can be extended to form a Scrum of Scrums of Scrums.
So far, the literature reviews addressing agile methods have not emphasized effort
estimation or recognized technical debt. Literature that incorporates effort estimation with agile
methods will be covered in section 2.5.
2.3. Project Factors.
Project factors that impact effort estimation are well-documented in the project
management research literature. Rather than rehashing all possible project factors, this literature
review focuses on key publications that are related to agile software development or effort
estimation.
Dikert, Paasivaara, and Lassenius performed a literature review of large-scale agile
software development efforts over a ten year period (Dikert et al. 2016). The authors quickly
pointed out the popularity of agile methods as applied to small or individual teams. However,
what has been studied pertaining to the use of agile methods in large-scale transformations?
Searching through online databases including ACM, IEEExplore, Scopus, and Web of
knowledge, the authors found fifty-two related publications across forty-two industries, with
forty-six publications considered to be experience reports without a research focus. Their
research questions can be succinctly restated as follows.
1. “What challenges have been reported for large-scale transformations?”
2. “What success factors have been reported for large-scale transformations?”
The summary results of their study found the median size of the participating
organization was 300 people with a wide range of 50 people to 18,000 people. Agile efforts
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were also divided into teams, ranging from 6 teams to 150 teams. The authors found that
different business industry areas appear to be represented evenly. As for the agile strategies
chosen, Scrum was the most prevalent followed by Extreme Programming. The authors found
the organizations often combined components of different agile methods including Scrum,
Extreme Programming and Lean.
As for the challenges that prohibited the success in large-scale agile efforts, their research
found nine categories of challenges: integration of non-development functions, difficulties in
implementing agile, resistance to change, requirements engineering challenges, coordination
challenges in a multi-team environment, lack of time and financial investment, hierarchical
management and organizational boundaries, quality assurance challenges, and different agile
approaches in a multi-team environment. Turning to the success factors in large-scale agile
projects, the authors found eleven categories of successes. The combined list of team and
individual success factors include management support, commitment to change, change leaders,
customizing the agile approach, piloting, training and coaching, engage everyone,
communication and transparency, mindset alignment, team autonomy, and requirements
management. The authors concluded that the research is “seriously lagging behind” in this area
of software development, specifically noting that the identification of challenge and success
factors was largely based on practitioner perceptions, with no known relationship between the
potential factors.
Vijayasarathy and Butler conducted a survey to evaluate organizational, project and team
factors that impact the selection of the software development module (Vijayasarathy and Butler
2016). While their findings did not reveal any particular details of project related factors that
impacted effort estimation, their study revealed a couple of key points. First, organizational size
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was not a significant factor in determining the use of agile methods or not. Second, related to
project factors, the use of agile methodologies was associated with the allocated project budget.
Their study shows 50% of agile projects had a budget under $200K and 45.8% of hybrid agile
efforts (agile combined with hybrid) had a budget between $200K and $1M. No other project
factors were presented in their findings.
While it is appropriate to consider the project factors affecting effort estimation during a
major rollout or transformation, it is just as important to consider the project factors post-release
or during the maintenance phase of software development. This is commonly referred to as
software maintenance. Banker, Davis, and Slaughter conducted a field study to evaluate how
project decisions made during a rollout impact software maintenance efforts post-rollout (Banker
et al. 1998). First, they examined situations in which the project software teams used code
generators or software applications that translated business logic to actual source code in a
particular programming language, such as Java or C#. Their field study revealed that a 10%
increase in code generator use resulted in a 3.8% increase in software maintenance hours. In
short, the maintenance developers found that a mixture of generated code with custom code
made for difficult work in adding enhancements, increased compilation time and complicated
debugging as well as testing. Second, the use of package software or third-party purchased
software resulted in a 6.5% decrease in software enhancement project hours. No specific
conclusions were provided, but the authors noted that software managers and maintenance
programmers were surprised by this finding.
2.4. Team Development Factors.
Similar to project factors, other factors such as team, team development and team size
factors may be considered a traditional factor impacting software development projects and
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effort estimation techniques. Revisiting the study conducted by Vijayasarathy and Butler, their
findings supported a relationship between the selection of agile software development strategies
and the number of teams. See Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5. Relationship between software methods and number of teams (Vijayasarathy and Butler 2016).

Absent from Figure 2.5 is the relationship of software methodologies chosen based on the team
sizes. In short, the authors also determined that agile was the preferred method for teams of ten
or fewer. While their study is not of particular interest to a study in effort estimation, it reveals
that the adoption of agile methods is preferred when one to three teams are engaged in the effort
while traditional software methods are preferred when there are four or more teams.
Espinosa, Slaughter, Kraut, and Herbsleb evaluated the relationship of task and team
familiarity with complexity in a geographically distributed software development environment.
While the notion that task familiarity (i.e., similar or past task experience) and team familiarity
(i.e., previous work experience with teams and team members) benefits effort performance, the
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authors uncovered enlightening findings as the task complexity increased. Consistent with
practitioner intuition, the authors determined that familiarity helped offset the negative influence
of the task or project size. However, their empirical evidence suggested that familiarity may hurt
performance in more complex tasks. In fact, their findings reveal that less familiar team
members are able to “innovate and attain higher levels of performance with complex tasks.”
Whitworth and Biddle conducted a qualitative study into the social process that
contribute to the success of agile teams (Whitworth and Biddle 2007). Their findings showed
the benefits of the daily stand-up meeting, where developers reveal their activities and nearfuture plans to the agile team. This “what have you done for me lately” mindset provided some
peer pressure for developers to show daily accountability and progress in individually solving
problems and revealing complications in solving a problem. Simultaneously, the developers on
an agile team did not feel these daily sessions to be negative. The sessions provided awareness
and transparency into the efforts of all team members. Their study also revealed that
“information radiators” or visual representations of team progress served as sources of
motivation, excitement and team cohesion. As for pitfalls, the authors’ study revealed the stress
created for some developers of the “always communicating” culture among some agile teams.
Also, while these agile teams were increasing in their internal transparency, there was a strong
inclination to focus on developer activities only, which may negatively impact quality assurance,
business analysts, and technical writing roles, along with their deliverables. The authors noted
further study into diverse configurations of agile practices were warranted to solidify their initial
findings.
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Overall, the literature review of team development factors indicated a potential influence
of teams and team development on performance, but no specific study was found that combined
team research and effort estimation in an agile software development environment.
3. Effort Estimation.
One area in which the current research has fallen short has to do with linking the impact
of technical debt with established theories related to effort estimation. As pointed out by
Laqrichi, Gourc, and Marmier (Laqrichi et al. 2015), a study conducted by The Standish Group
International found that 44% of software projects extended beyond the expected cost and time
estimates. In the 1970s, well before agile software development was popularized, Boehm
introduced a common strategy for effort estimation called COCOMO (Boehm 1981). His
technique considers source lines of code (SLOC) as a primary factor for computing accurate
estimates. There have been follow-on attempts and techniques offered, including COCOMO II
(Clark et al. 1998). However, with the rise in popularity of agile software development
techniques in the last twenty years, there has been a shift away from earlier effort estimation
strategies in favor of techniques involving human perception, even asking the software
developers to assist with the estimate of small components or iterations of an overall software
project.
A complete example of an effort estimation approach in agile software development is
provided by Coelho and Basu (Coelho and Basu 2012). The authors depiction of this effort is
shown in Figure 2.6. In their paper, an agile software development project is defined in short
iterations. For each iteration, the amount of work of the agile teams would be a combination of
various features or tasks, where each task is known as a story. For each story, the effort must be
estimated, which should incorporate the size, complexity and risk of the effort based on
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knowledge of the task and historical data of similar efforts. Each story effort estimation is
broken into a team specific unit of measure called a story point. Larger efforts to complete a task
translates to larger story point estimates. Next, by adding all the story points together, the team
has a sum of story points that are desired for this iteration. At this point, Coelho and Basu move
to the overall effort estimation of the iteration, where agile team leaders or members use a
combination of intuition, team member time allocation, and historical data to determine if all the
desired features or stories can be completed during the iteration or not.

Figure 2.6. Overview of estimation effort for an agile iteration (Coelho and Basu 2012).

The above discussion presents just one approach to effort estimation in an agile software
development project, albeit one of the more popular approaches according to Coelho and Basu.
However, in the interest of avoiding somnolence, this dissertation will present research that
attempts to summarize prior effort estimation studies involving agile software development
initiatives.
Prior research in effort estimation in agile projects has been summarized by Usman et al.
(2014). From a total of four hundred forty-three prior results found from their initial search of
papers involving effort estimation in an agile software development environment, a total of
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twenty-five previous studies were selected. Their research found a number of techniques used for
effort estimation including expert judgement (e.g., the lead developer performs the effort
estimate) and Planning Poker (“PlanningPoker.com - Estimates Made Easy. Sprints Made
Simple.” n.d.). The most popular techniques were those involving subject estimation. Further, a
story point was one of the more frequently-used metrics for determining the size of an effort,
reinforcing the statements made by Coelho and Basu. Measuring error was also discussed,
where determining the difference between the actual effort time and the estimated effort time
were necessary. Both the magnitude of relative error (MRE) and the mean magnitude of relative
error (MMRE) were the most frequently used techniques for accuracy measurements. The
authors also noticed that six of the studies did not include accuracy metrics. Further, team skills,
prior experiences of team members, and task size were cited as the three important cost drivers
for effort estimation in agile software development. In Usman’s literature review, the
conclusions provide additional impetus for this dissertation, specifically that, “Practitioners
would have little guidance from the current effort estimation literature in ASD [Agile Software
Development] wherein we have techniques with varying (and quite often low) level of accuracy
(in some case no accuracy assessment reported at all) and with little consensus on appropriate
cost drivers for different agile contexts. Based on the results of this SLR [systematic literature
review] we recommend that there is strong need to conduct more effort estimation studies in
ASD context that, besides size, also take into account other effort predictors.”
Nguyen-Cong and Tran-Cao also conducted a review of effort estimation studies, but
extended their review to a broader categorization of software development methodologies
including agile, iterative and incremental software development (Nguyen-Cong and Tran-Cao
2013). A total of thirty-two research papers were chosen from publication databases including
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ACM, IEE, Science Direct, and Springer. Their findings showed that model-based estimation
(e.g., COCOMO, etc.), monitoring-based estimation (e.g., earned value management from
Boehm and Turner 2005) and expert-based estimation (e.g., planning poker, etc.) techniques
made up almost 60% of the estimation approaches. As far as determining the size metrics, story
points followed by lines of code (LOC) were the two most popular strategies. As found in the
previous literature review, MRE and MMRE were used most often for calculating accuracy. The
authors also found that only half of the studies used empirical data to validate their estimation
models.
Besides providing an overview of agile software development as well as a historical
review of effort estimation techniques in existing agile and traditional software development
environments, Ziauddin, Tipu and Zia provided additional granularity into the effort estimation
strategies for agile software development as well as the costs of the software development
project (Ziauddin and Zia 2012). Of particular interest to this dissertation is their “User Story
Complexity Scale.” This was an important attempt to give specific guidance to determine an
appropriate story point value based on the specified guidelines. A noteworthy guideline
involved the inclusion of refactoring complexity into the story points determination. This brief
hint is one of the few research papers indicating the value of including the impact of technical
debt as a factor into the effort estimation. Refactoring, or the “act of modifying software
structure without changing its observable behavior,” is covered in detail by Mäntylä and
Lassenious (Mäntylä and Lassenius 2006). While the authors provide a taxonomy of drivers that
indicate a need to refactor, it is important to note for this dissertation that refactoring indicators
are not limited to the remediation of technical debt. Refactoring covers much broader categories
that include variable naming convention changes, modularizing code, and security enhancements
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to address new data loss risk to name a few. Returning to the research conducted by Ziauddin et
al., refactoring was included in three of the five complexity scale categories, ranging from
“significant” to “some” refactoring.
Finally, Laqrichi, Gourc, and Marmier discussed effort estimation models that integrate
risk (Laqrichi et al. 2015). As mentioned previously, the authors reported that 44% of software
projects exceed the cost and time estimates. In their findings, several factors were identified that
may contribute to this effort estimation flaw. In their view, software risks are an unexplored
factor of faulty effort estimation. In their words, “A software risk is an event that may or may
not take place and that results in negative consequences on a software project.” Some of the
software risks included user resistance to change, unclear system requirements, immature
technology, and organizational restructuring. In Figure 2.7, they provided a proposed model for
risk identification along the path of the project lifetime. While their model does not address a
chief concern of this dissertation, namely technical debt’s impact on effort estimation, it does
provide some guidance regarding the importance of making agile software development teams
aware of key factors in order to reduce the impact of those factors on the effort estimation task,
starting with the anticipation and identification of risk early in the agile software development
effort.

Figure 2.7. Integrating risks into an effort estimation process (Laqrichi et al. 2015).
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2.6. Guidance for Further Study.
In brief review, this chapter has examined literature on five areas of research related to
this dissertation: technical debt, agile software development projects, project or project
management factors, team development factors, and effort estimation. Some key findings were
identified by this review.
1. There is ample evidence that agile software development techniques are being
studied, but authors consistently indicate that further study is warranted due to the
lack of empirical studies.
2. Prior research into technical debt prevention and detection exists. These studies are
almost exclusively tied to agile software development efforts as opposed to traditional
software development techniques (e.g., waterfall).
3. Effort estimation continues to be of paramount importance to the software industry.
As it relates to agile software development, prior research studies emphasize the
subjective nature of effort estimation in an agile software development environment.
4. After a thorough review, a gap in the research has been identified as it relates to
technical debt. Specifically, there appears to be no research model that incorporates
technical debt into an existing effort estimation process involving agile software
development projects.
As a result, this dissertation presents a model to develop further insights into accurately
estimating agile software development efforts while incorporating technical debt knowledge as a
key factor in the effort estimation process.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The literature review in Chapter II provided the necessary prior research related to this
dissertation topic. In that chapter, a number of studies involving effort estimation and the factors
affecting effort estimation were identified, reviewed, and discussed. A gap in the prior research
was identified involving the inclusion of technical debt in the effort estimation process for to
agile software development models. While this exclusion may be considered minor by some
researchers and practitioners, it is vital that no stone be left unturned while investigating this
important topic.
The purpose of Chapter III is to articulate the research question of this dissertation, to
propose a new model that answers the research question with formally stated propositions, and to
provide a strategy for operationalizing the model. In the dissertation’s model development effort,
flowing from defining the dependent variable to determining the research methods to
operationalizing the model, all leading to the empirical and theoretical conclusions, this
dissertation will follow the guidance of Reithel’s Conceptual Model Development Process
(CMDP) shown in Figure 3.1 (Reithel 2009). In Figure 3.1, the blue arrows represent the
recommended flow of model development. The colored arrows represent recognized
opportunities to revisit and reconceptualize the research model as the research process exposes
areas of refinement to improve the model or suggest areas of further research.
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Figure 3.1. Reithel’s visualization of the Conceptual Model Development Process (2009).

3.1. Research Question.
For multiple years, accurate effort estimation has been an elusive and complex topic to
grasp in the software industry. The goal of this dissertation is to bring focus to the topic of
accurate effort estimation specific to agile software development environments, one of the most
commonly adopted software development models in use today. To that end, the dissertation’s
question is straightforward:
RQ: In an agile software project, does the consideration of technical debt during the
effort estimation process improve the accuracy of the effort estimate?
In an attempt to add further clarity, the research question from the perspective of the practitioner
is provided below.
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RQ (Restated for Practitioner): If the agile team includes the possible impact of technical
debt when providing time estimates of their effort, does the team avoid extending the estimated
software development deadline for the project?
3.2. New Conceptual Model and Defining the Independent Variables.
See Figure 3.1 for a visual representation of the conceptual model developed in this
dissertation. The model has been named the “Factors Influencing Agile Development Effort
Estimation Accuracy” (FIADEEA). Before proceeding with a discussion of the conceptual
model, it is important to note that this model includes the impact of a variety factors that impact
an accurate effort estimation, not just technical debt. This gives greater validity and credibility to
the model.

Figure 3.2. A visual representation of the FIADEEA model.
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-

At the center of the FIADEEA model is the dependent variable, the accuracy of the effort
estimation in an agile project.

-

To the left of the FIADEEA model is the key construct for this dissertation, the degree to
which technical debt as considered during the effort estimation process.

-

Along the top of the FIADEEA model, the constructus represent project-based
characteristics important to study of this model. A project-based construct focuses on the
software development effort overall. These factors are denoted by red lettering.

-

Along the bottom of the FIADEEA model, the constructs represent team or team
member-based characteristics important to the model. A team-based construct focuses on
individual factors that influence effort estimation accuracy. These factors are denoted by
blue lettering.
3.2.1. Conceptual Model Definitions.
Accuracy of the Effort Estimate in an Agile Project (AEE). AEE is located at the center

of the model and is the dependent variable for this dissertation. AEE is the degree to which the
estimated timeline of the effort concurs with the actual effort. By measuring the difference
between the estimated effort time and the actual effort time, the effort estimation accuracy can be
determined for an agile project. Prior research makes use of mean relative error (MRE) as well
as mean magnitude of relative error when access to the observable data is available to the
researcher. This dissertation intends to determine the accuracy of the effort estimate through
feedback from survey participants and, as a result, will rely on the participants’ feedback in
determining their perspective of the accuracy of the effort estimate.
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Degree to Which Technical Debt was Considered During the Estimation Process (TD).
The degree to which agile team members specifically discussed and/or considered technical debt
in the existing source code, libraries or modules during the effort estimation task. The agile
team’s familiarity with the concept of technical debt, the issues created by perpetuating and
ignoring the influences of technical debt on a code base, and the impact of technical debt on
effort estimation have the potential to impact the accuracy.
Prior research involving technical debt has focused on the identification, prevention and
management of technical debt in an agile software development project. This provides value to
the practitioners who recognize the negative impact of technical debt on the future development
involving a software code base. And, while agile teams recognize the influence of technical debt
on project delivery, prior to this research, technical debt has not been present in popular agile
effort estimation techniques.
Perceived Aggressiveness of the Effort Timeline. The degree to which a project’s
timeline is compressed below the ideal timeline. For many software development firms, the
timeline for project completion is determined by a number of influencers including the customer,
business units and executive management, as well as the software development units. As it
relates to faster revenue realization, time of delivery of a software effort is important to the
business units of a software development firm as well as the client.
Perceived Complexity of the Effort. The extent to which the number of components and
associated component interactions is considered challenging. During project or agile sprint
planning, an agile team will develop a list of modifications necessary to meet the project
deliverables. Effort difficulty and complexity in agile projects is routinely measured by story
points or user points. An increase in the number of points corresponds to an increase in the
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difficulty and complexity of the agile team’s effort to deliver the particular component of the
overall project. Prior research by Ziauddin et al. (Ziauddin and Zia 2012) emphasized the
importance of complexity’s impact on agile effort estimation. They suggested the use of a User
Story Complexity Scale unique to the agile team, which would rank the effort based on a number
of factors including research requirements, difficulty of judgement calls, system or subsystem
dependencies as well as the need for refactoring.
Perceived Scale of the Effort. The size of the effort. Perceived scale is concerned with
factors that influence the size of the effort including the projected budget costs, personnel count,
geographic involvement, and project duration just to name a few. An example of a large-scale
project would be the replacement of an accounting system at a Fortune 500 corporation.
During the literature review, scale was recognized as a factor that impacts agile projects.
Most notably, Dikert et al. (Dikert et al. 2016) researched various large scale projects over a tenyear period. Their research found nine categories of challenges: integration of non-development
functions, difficulties in implementing agile, resistance to change, requirements engineering
challenges, coordination challenges in a multi-team environment, lack of time and financial
investment, hierarchical management and organizational boundaries, quality assurance
challenges, and different agile approaches in a multi-team environment. As for success factors,
the combined list of team and individual success factors include management support,
commitment to change, change leaders, customizing the agile approach, piloting, training and
coaching, engage everyone, communication and transparency, mindset alignment, team
autonomy, and requirements management.
Prior Estimation Experience. The number of software development projects that team
members have participated in estimating. According to Usman et al, not all agile team members
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use effort estimation.(Usman et al. 2014). While this dissertation is focused on agile projects,
there is no intent to limit the evaluation of prior estimation experience to agile projects. As a
result, the estimation experience may also include effort estimation experience in non-agile
projects using strategies such as COCOMO (“COCOMO” 2017).
Perceived Project Control. The degree to which the effort timeline can be influenced.
The belief by the agile team of having some influence on the project deliverables. For example,
an agile team may desire to postpone new project enhancements brought forward by a client until
a current agile effort known as a “sprint” is complete. Having project control means the software
development team can influence the internal or external customer to postpone the enhancement
request and avoid jeopardizing the delivery.
Problem Domain Knowledge. The degree to which agile team members are familiar with
the discipline or field that the application encompasses. Throughout an agile project, agile team
members will plan and develop solutions to address various programming problems. A
combination of the agile team’s skills, experience and familiarity (a.k.a., program domain
knowledge) with each type of problem will guide the team towards specific solutions. Related,
in 1983, Brooks published a theory on how programs are comprehended by programmers. A
major point of his theory involves the process of “constructing mappings from a problem domain
… into the programming domain” (Brooks 1983). Related, Ziauddin et al. proposed that agile
teams are made up of “generalizing specialists” that has “at least a general knowledge of
software development and the business domain in which they work” (Ziauddin and Zia 2012).
Project Specific Code Base Knowledge. The degree to which the agile team members
have past experience with existing source code, libraries or modules that will be utilized in the
software development effort. Effort estimation for an agile team may be more challenging for
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unknown or unfamiliar code bases when compared to code bases developed by the agile team.
Previously, Nasser performed a qualitative study to determine the factors that impact effort
impact accuracy (Nasser n.d.). One of his named factors was the “knowledge and estimation of
learning curve” which included the code base knowledge. In his words, “When developers are
not familiar with technology or codebase, they are prone to underestimate or overestimate.”
3.2.2. Conceptual Model Propositions.
While Figure 3.2 provides the granular detail necessary to show the various factors that
influence the accuracy of the effort estimate, Figure 3.3 provides an alternative visualization
which categorizes the factors by team and by project. The categorized model reveals that all
team specific characteristics in the model should have a negative influence on the accurate of the
effort estimation, while the project specific factors and the consideration of technical debt should
have a positive influence on the accuracy of the effort estimate.

Figure 3.3. A visual representation of the model grouping team and project factors.
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Having explained the conceptual model definition and provided an alternative
visualization to help clarify the model, the next section covers the conceptual model
propositions, which express the relationships between the constructs and the dependent variable,
the Accuracy of the Effort Estimate in an Agile Project (AEE).
1. P0: The Degree to Which Technical Debt was Considered During the Estimation
Process (TD) is positively related to AEE. This proposition is intended to be one of
the key contributions of this dissertation. Prior research has not included TD in
estimation models or efforts. This dissertation postulates that the consideration of
technical debt (TD) will improve the effort estimate in an agile project.
2. P1: The Perceived Complexity of the Effort is negatively related to AEE. Consistent
with prior research, this dissertation also suggests that effort complexity affects agile
projects. As complexity increases, the inability for agile team members to “see” the
impact of the component interactions will negatively influence the ability to
accurately estimate the effort.
3. P2: The Perceived Scale of the Effort is negatively related to AEE. As mentioned in
the definitions section, scale is the size of the effort. While some researchers may
combine scale with complexity, this dissertation intentionally segregates the two
constructs in order to attempt to isolate the influence of project size.
4. P3: The Perceived Aggressiveness of the Effort Timeline is negatively related to AEE.
For individuals with a software development background as a practitioner, it “makes
sense” that developers would argue that an increase in aggressive timelines would
reduce AEE. This dissertation intends to include perceived aggressiveness as a
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construct to determine its influence on AEE from the perspective of developers,
technical project lead (e.g., scrum master) and other agile project team members.
5. P4: The Prior Estimation Experience is positively related to AEE. This dissertation
expects seasoned software developers as well as seasoned software development
teams have the edge on knowing how to perform software effort estimations and
should give more accurate estimates.
6. P5: The Perceived Project Control is positively related to AEE. An increase in project
control gives the agile team members increasing confidence that their project timeline
estimates will not be negatively affected due to changing priorities or requirements.
7. P6: The Problem Domain Knowledge is positively related to AEE. When the agile
team or team members have more familiarity with the business or technical problem
which the software development effort intends to address, this dissertation assumes
their ability to make accurate effort estimates increases.
8. P7: The Project Specific Code Base Knowledge is positively related to TD. When an
agile team has developed significant portions of a particular code base, this
dissertation expects their team’s visibility into areas of potential technical debt to be
high.
9. P8: The Project Specific Code Base Knowledge is positively related to AEE. This
dissertation postulates that increases in code base knowledge increases the ability to
accurately estimate the effort.
See Table 3.1 for a tabular view of the model propositions as well as their proposed
relationships.
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Proposition

Focus

Proposition 0 (P0)

Relationship

Description

+

The Degree to Which Technical Debt was
Considered During the Estimation Process
(TD) is positively related to AEE.

Proposition 1 (P1)

Project

-

The Perceived Complexity of the Effort is
negatively related to AEE.

Proposition 2 (P2)

Project

-

The Perceived Scale of the Effort is
negatively related to AEE.

Proposition 3 (P3)

Project

-

The Perceived Aggressiveness of the Effort
Timeline is negatively related to AEE.

Proposition 4 (P4)

Team

+

The Estimation Experience is positively
related to AEE.

Proposition 5 (P5)

Team

+

The Perceived Project Control is positively
related to AEE.

Proposition 6 (P6)

Team

+

The Problem Domain Knowledge is
positively related to AEE.

Proposition 7 (P7)

Team

+

The Project Specific Code Base Knowledge
is positively related to TD.

Proposition 8 (P8)

Team

The Project Specific Code Base Knowledge
is positively related to AEE.

+

Table 3.1. Proposition definitions and their relationship to the dependent variable.
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3.2.3. Limitations and Assumptions.
This dissertation will diverge from the CMDP model outline shown in Figure 3.1 and
postpone a discussion of the limitations and assumptions until the concluding chapter, in line
with a typical dissertation format. In summary, this study targets software development practices
within agile software development models. Alternative software development models, such as
waterfall or iterative, are reserved for further study.
3.2.4. Research Method.
When evaluating the possible research methods, both qualitative methods (Myers 2008)
and quantitative methods were considered. A factor that created pause in the research method
selection process was the availability of local software firms that actively incorporate agile
software development methods. Two software development firms were in two very different
stages of corporate development. First, there is company A, a start-up company with
approximately sixty employees focused on serving the needs of capital markets bank customers
throughout the United States. Separately, company B with over three hundred employees has a
twenty-year software development presence, having been purchased in a corporate acquisition in
2016. The software maturity at various stages of development at these two firms would improve
the likelihood of the presence of technical debt and recognition of technical debt concerns among
the agile practitioners.
With the availability of local software firms willing to cooperate with a study that could
make progress in solving an important business problem facing all agile practitioners, a
qualitative case study may be beneficial. However, the practicality of conducting numerous
interviews and case studies would likely be met with management reservation with concerns of
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impact to software deadlines and deliverables, a key concern of this dissertation. As a result, a
quantitative research method was chosen utilizing an online survey hosted through Qualtrics.
3.3. Operationalizing the Model.
This dissertation presents a model to develop further insights into accurately estimating
efforts of agile software development projects while incorporating technical debt knowledge as a
key factor in the effort estimation process. The corresponding study will follow the suggested
guidance of Churchill and his paradigm for developing measures (Churchill 1979), including
specification of the domain construct and instrument development, collecting pilot study data
and purifying the instrument, conducting a main study and assessing the reliability and validity,
and making final empirical conclusions. Regarding the participants, this study will involve
practitioners having experience with agile software development methods and models.
3.3.2. Domain Construct and Instrument Development.
Once a review of the relevant literature was complete, a survey instrument was designed
to measure the key constructs defined in the model shown above in Figure 3.2. Terminology
specific to software development was incorporated throughout the survey. However, specific
programming language examples and paradigms were avoided to allow for participation of agile
practitioners from non-programming areas of agile software development support, including
project management and quality control.
Related descriptive and demographic items were also included in the instrument,
including the target customer type of the agile software development effort. Since this study is
concerned with consideration of technical debt during the effort estimation process, this
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instrument item intends to expose any positive or negative influence the customer type may have
on the effort estimation. The survey instrument can be found in APPENDIX A.
3.3.3. Purifying the Instrument.
To purify the instrument, steps were taken to evaluate the convergent validity and
discriminant validity of the instrument items used during the pilot study. For this dissertation,
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was utilized in the pilot study. Due to the uniqueness of this
study and the lack of prior study data sets, EFA was chosen because it does not assume any a
priori relationship with the constructs and, as a result, should aide in the validation of the survey
instrument (Petscher et al. 2013).
Continuing to purify the instrument, reliability measures were taken utilizing Cronbach’s
alpha (Jarvis et al. 2003) measurements. Consistent with an acceptable level of measured
reliability in academic research, the targeted alpha coefficients were 0.7 or greater.
3.3.4. Conducting the Pilot Study.
A pilot study was conducted at two independent software vendors (ISVs) where agile
software methods are utilized on a daily basis during their software development life cycle
(SDLC) efforts and where the potential or at least the recognition of the possibility of technical
debt exists. The respondents were not be restricted to software developers (programmers who
create, update and enhance software applications). Instead, participation was encouraged across
the entire spectrum of agile software methodology stakeholders, including project management,
quality control, and information technology to name a few. In short, the participants were parttime or full-time practitioners with prior agile experience.
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It is worth noting the history of software development at the two ISVs and to identify
potential areas where technical debt may exist. Company B was a business venture started by
four faculty from a local university in the late 1990s. The founders originally hired two PhD
graduates to begin development on the original product, a desktop-based platform written using
Borland Delphi, a programming platform which had its roots in the Pascal programming
language. Prior to the year 2000, company B expanded software emphasis into data and
analytics grew into different development teams. To further support the data operation in 2000,
company B acquired a company funded through a California cooperative. The acquired
company’s primary programming language was Cobol with an Oracle database. In the same
time frame, Microsoft began the development of their programming language of the future, C#,
as well as the development of their .NET framework, their next generation software platform for
Microsoft Windows (Williams 2002). Like many ISVs with products hosted on Windows-based
operating systems, company B chose to migrate to the latest Microsoft development technologies
and engaged in a codebase migration to the .NET framework model. By 2010, company B had
deployed over fifty custom systems and switched to an agile software development model.
Separately, company A was formed as an internal incubator project and was later spun out as a
separate ISV. Company A promotes a single, multi-tenant web application built on top of the
latest Microsoft .NET platform. As an incubator-based organization, company A development
utilized agile software development model from the onset. But as a start-up, company A’s
development organization has experienced three significant personnel changes which may
contribute to the existence of technical debt.
Initially, agile leadership within the two ISVs was engaged with an IRB-approved
communication strategy to determine the level of participation as well as a strategy for
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communicating the study without creating alarm due to concerns over phishing emails. Once an
approved communication technique was finalized, the potential respondents received a link to
the online survey instrument. To respect the time of the respondents and improve the possibility
of survey completion, the anonymous, online survey included thirty succinct questions aimed at
measuring factors that influence the accuracy of the effort estimate. Besides basic demographic
questions that provided an opportunity for some detailed descriptive statistical analysis, the
instrument questions were intended to correlate with the key factors in the model shown in
Figure 3.2.
Details of the pilot study results can be found in Chapter IV.
3.3.5. Conducting the Main Study.
After the refinement of the instrument at the conclusion of the pilot study, the main study
was conducted. Regarding the respondents, agile practitioner meetups in the United States were
engaged. A meetup provides the unique opportunity to engage agile developers from a variety of
ISVs. Once the appropriate meetup participation approval was granted, the revised, online
instrument was delivered through the meetup organization’s communication tool of choice.
Similar to the communication sensitivity necessary during the pilot study, because of the
prevalent concerns of phishing techniques, the meetup coordinator was initially engaged to
ensure communication with meetup members was approved and conducted in a manner
consistent with the meetup’s typical communication format and forum. The meetup groups
chosen specifically for their agile focus to minimize the participation of participants with
experience with software methodologies other than agile. As with the pilot study, the
participants were part-time or full-time practitioners with prior agile experience, which include
roles involving project management, quality control, and development to name a few.
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For the main study, Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) and Cronbach’s alpha
measurements were taken from the data to evaluate validity and reliability of the data collected
from the main study.
3.3.6. Empirical Conclusions.
Beyond basic analysis using descriptive statistics, multiple regression was used to
perform data analysis on the main study (McCullagh 1980). Chapter IV will discuss the
empirical conclusions in more detail.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

This chapter discusses operationalizing the conceptual model described in Chapter III.
First, an examination of the pilot study results is provided, including some of the key details of
the study participants and instrument refinement efforts. This, in turn, resulted in enhancements
to the main study intended to improve overall data quality while adding clarity to the research
conclusion.
In the final section of this chapter, the main study results are presented and discussed.
The main study involved the collection of survey data from a revised instrument based on
feedback from the pilot study effort. Besides measuring the reliability and validity, multiple
regression was used to test the proposed hypotheses.
4.1. Pilot Study.
As discussed in previous chapters and detailed in Chapter III, the pilot study was
conducted at two independent software vendors (ISVs) where an agile software methodology had
been adopted. Separately, while a qualitative study was briefly considered and would have
proved beneficial in uncovering details about perceptions surrounding AEE, a quantitative study
was chosen to ensure the time impact of conducting a study in these corporate settings was not
detrimental to the project deliverables or deadlines of the independent software vendors (ISVs)
participating in the pilot study.
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The survey instrument incorporated the eight primary constructs that impact the
Accuracy of the Effort Estimate in an Agile Project (AEE), namely Problem Domain
Knowledge, Perceived Project Control, Prior Estimation Experience, Perceived Complexity of
the Effort, Perceived Scale of the Effort, Perceived Aggressiveness of the Effort Timeline, Project
Specific Code Base Knowledge, and the Degree to Which Technical Debt was Considered during
the Effort Estimation Process (TD). As depicted in Figure 3.3, the survey instrument intended to
ask participants about the team’s perceptions of complexity, scale and timeline aggressiveness,
not their individual perceptions. As a result, the questions were carefully phrased to extract team
views instead of individual views.
Related to the study participants, a unique challenge of the pilot study was the inclusion
of steps required to ensure a number of unique agile projects were part of the pilot study. With
only 2 ISVs participating, the expected tendency or concern was that all participants would
provide survey instrument feedback on the most recent agile iteration or sprint, which would not
provide sufficient data to evaluate the constructs of the proposed model. With this anticipated
concern, the decision was made to ask the primary contact at each ISV to assign a unique
identifier to specific iterations or sprints which occurred in recent months. This unique identifier
would be provided by the primary ISV contact with knowledge of the sprint or iteration
participants. Then, during the survey, the participant would enter a specific code that had no
meaning to the researcher but would internally aide in ensuring a unique iteration or sprint was
addressed by each participant. Further, in the event that duplicate identifiers were uncovered
during the survey data analysis phase, the data could be averaged or simply eliminated. Finally,
the respondents were not restricted to software developers (programmers who create, update and
enhance software applications). Instead, participation was encouraged across the entire spectrum
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of agile software methodology stakeholders include project management, quality control, and
information technology.
The initial pilot survey instrument was deployed online, utilizing Qualtrics (“The Leading
Research & Experience Software” n.d.). There were 32 questions. The link to the survey was
made available to the 2 ISVs, specifically to the agile software development leads who
distributed the link internally within their respective organizations. By the conclusion of the
survey, there were a total of 26 responses. Of the total survey participants, 24% were female,
64% were male and 12% preferred not to answer.

Gender Participation
Other
12%

Female
24%

Male
64%

Figure 4.1. Gender Participation from the initial pilot.

When asked about the title that best describes their role, 40% answered with developer,
32% answered with tester, 8% answered as executive, 8% answered with product manager, 4%
answered with personnel manager and finally 8% refrained from answering.
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Role Participation
Personnel
Manager

Other

Product Manager
Developer
Executive

Tester
Developer

Tester

Executive

Product Manager

Personnel Manager

Other

Figure 4.2. Project Role from the initial pilot.

Reviewing the question that targeted the dependent variable, “For the particular iteration
under consideration, how accurate was the effort estimation?” the respondents were given a
range from 1 (Inaccurate) to 10 (Accurate). The respondent’s average response was 6.61 with a
standard deviation of 2.00. While this does not indicate the cause of inaccurate effort estimation,
it does indicate that agile team members recognize that the accuracy of the effort estimation is
not ideal.
From the initial pilot survey, Cronbach’s alpha measures for determining reliability were
below 0.7 for some of the constructs. A primary cause was attributed to individual-focused
questions instead of team-focused questions. For example, phrasing that asked “Are you” would
indicate the request for the individual opinion. However, as mentioned in Chapter III, the goal
was to ask the individual “Was the team” to gauge the team’s perspective. As a result, the pilot
study survey instrument questions were revised and the pilot study continued with a revised pilot
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study. The questions in the revised pilot study can be found in Appendix A. Guidance was also
provided to the ISV contacts to encourage participants to complete all questions.
The revised pilot survey instrument was also deployed online, utilizing Qualtrics (“The
Leading Research & Experience Software” n.d.). There were thirty questions. The link to the
survey was also made available to the 2 ISVs, specifically to the agile software development
leads who distributed the link internally within their respective organizations. By the conclusion
of the survey, there were a total of 29 total responses with 6 incomplete or duplicate responses
bringing the total to 23 usable responses. Of the 23 participants, 13% were female, 87% were
male.

Gender Participation

Female
13%

Male
87%

Figure 4.3. Gender Participation for the revised pilot.

When asked about their title that best describes their role, 56.5% answered with
developer, 39.1% answered with tester, and 4.4% answered with product manager.
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Role Participation
Product Manager

Tester
Developer

Figure 4.4. Role Participation for the revised pilot.

Reviewing the question that targeted the dependent variable, “For the particular iteration
under consideration, how accurate was the effort estimation?” --- the respondents were given a
range from 1 (Inaccurate) to 10 (Accurate). The respondent’s average response on the revised
pilot study was 6.74, with a standard deviation of 1.74. Once again, while this finding in the
revised pilot survey does not indicate the cause of inaccurate effort estimation, it does indicate
that agile team members recognize that the accuracy of the effort estimation is less than ideal.
The age of participants was also examined in both pilot studies. See Figure 4.5 for the
age distribution for participants in the revised pilot study. While the career experience in an
agile software environment of each participant was unknown, because the majority of the
participants exceeded the age of 24 in these software development firms, effort estimation
experience among participants is expected to be mature as compared to firms made up of
primarily recent graduates.
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Participant Age Range
4% 4%

18%

39%
35%

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

Figure 4.5. Age distribution of revised pilot participants.

As shown in Figure 4.6, this expectation is consistent with responses to one of the key construct
questions, “Rate your team’s effort estimation experience.”

Rate your team's effort estimation experience.

A little

Somewhat

A lot

Figure 4.6. Participants rating of team’s effort estimation experience.

For the project specific constructs, Figure 4.7 shows the responses for the key questions
meant to determine perceived complexity, scale and timeline aggressiveness.
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Perceived Complexity

0

2

4

6

8

10

Moderately Complex

Somewhat Complex

Slightly Complex

Not Complex

12

Perceived Scale

0

5

10
Very Large

15

Large

20

Average

Perceived Timeline Aggressiveness

0

2

4

6

Extremely Aggressive

Very Aggressive

Moderately Aggressive

Slightly Aggressive

8

Not Aggressive

Figure 4.7. Responses to the project-based constructs.

The respondents revealed a consistent pattern of above average responses for all three
constructs, with timeline aggressiveness being the only construct with an “extreme” data point,
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depicting the aggressiveness of the timeline for the particular agile project under consideration
for that respondent.
For the remaining team-specific constructs, Figure 4.8 shows the responses for the key
questions meant to determine the problem domain knowledge, perceived project control and
project specific code base knowledge for the teams.

Problem Domain Knowlege
10
8
6
4
2
0
Slightly Knowledgeable

Somewhat Knowledgeable

Moderately Knowledgeable

Extremely Knowledgeable

Code Base Knowledge
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Not understandable

Moderately understandable

Very understandable

Completely understandable
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Perceived Project Control
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Moderately Effective

Very Effective

Completely Effective

Figure 4.8. Responses to team-based constructs.

Once again, the respondents provided above average responses for all factors, suggesting
the iterations were consistently made up of teams of knowledgeable developers, testers and
managers.
When asked “Was technical debt considered during the effort estimation process?” --the majority of respondents indicating varying levels of the degree to which technical debt was
taken into consideration. See Figure 4.9 for a breakdown of the responses. While no
conclusions can be made about the impact of technical debt consideration on the accuracy of an
effort estimation during the revised pilot study, the varying responses do provide evidence that
respondents were aware of technical debt and its potential influence on the effort estimation
process.
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Figure 4.9. Consideration of Technical Debt during the effort estimation process.

Finally, when asked for open-ended feedback concerning actions to improve the accuracy
of the effort estimate, there was significant feedback. See Table 4.1 for representative
comments. Many of the suggestions could be categorized into the constructs identified in the
FIADEEA model, including problem domain knowledge, complexity, perceived aggressiveness
and prior estimation experience. Only a few comments indicated that the accuracy of the effort
estimate was appropriate, echoing consistent results with the question, “For the particular
iteration under consideration, how accurate was the effort estimation?” where the average score
was 6.74 out of 10 in the revised pilot, with 10 representing a completely accurate effort
estimate.
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Was there anything the team could have done to improve the accuracy of the effort estimate?
The team in general has a lack of knowledge for the applications we support; increasing this would benefit
the team greatly.
To complete the iteration, the tasks were very sophisticated and relied on a lot on other process knowledge.
These layers of complexity need to be considered when denoting effort to tasks.
Could have identified requirements earlier that were identified during testing.
Effort should also account for scenarios that needs to be tested related to that particular code change as well
as other area that might be affected, regression scenarios and previous experience about similar work item.
Possibly reviewed the work items before the start of the sprint so that we could have gotten a bit more
familiar with current code structure.
The technical team need to work together to keep each other informed. The business team needs to talk to
the technical team earlier in the project planning. Before committing dates and time lines the technical team
needs to be talked to. By the time it hits the team business has already promised and realistic expectations
were not given to the target user.
Our sprint estimation was pretty close to actual capability between dev and QA.
Be less ambitious regarding how much a single developer and/or QA can accomplish in 2 weeks.
The testing estimate should have been separate from the development estimate. When they're grouped
together, it can be thrown off in accuracy in development, testing, or both. Separate estimates would be
likely to cause less estimate issues for development.
At the time of this iteration our team had several very new members, making estimation difficult (lack of
experience, code base knowledge, etc.). Our team is slowly getting better at estimation as we work on more
items. We are also getting better at not committing to items with unfinished acceptance criteria and breaking
down items that have too much. Really, time and small modifications to our process to see what works has
helped us the most and will continue to. Giving people time to get used to the code base and work on a few
items would've greatly improved estimates. Also, we often allowed our PO's to influence (rather, force) our
estimates; we should've stuck to our guns and estimated what we felt was appropriate.
Need to understand business logic more.
I think our sizing is usually accurate. We rarely get bitten by technical debt we over looked. Other things
like various project managers trying to get too many items in the sprint past what the scrum master set the
velocity to, and various production issues that need looking into during the sprint are bigger problems.
To the new or junior developers, it is kinda hard to put an effort on some work items, but with the help from
senior or mid-level devs, it is helpful. Breaking down big work items into small surely helped to estimate
time more accurately.
A lot of the issues that have been encountered regarding complexity and sizing have been out of our control.
The only thing we could have done better was temper expectations regarding the quality of the work that
would be produced based on the timeline provided.
Include technical debt discussions in poker sessions and consider that in effort estimations.
The team could have had design meetings on how to tackle the problem outside of sprint planning or daily
stand up. The team should be shortening stand up to be a meeting to remove blockers from development,
but it tends to become long when we start talking about designing new items and the requirements for an
item get edited and considered too much during a daily stand up. If we designed a solution instead of making
assumptions about the code base we could initially spend more time coming up with a plan of action but
delivering a more quality product.
More in depth discussion of issues. However, estimates for this sprint are more accurate than the team's
recent sprints due to gaining familiarity with code base.
Table 4.1 Open-ended responses from the pilot studies.
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4.2. Pilot Study Statistical Summary.
Due to the effort to revise the pilot questions, the revised pilot study results yielded
improved results for the reliability of the constructs measured with Cronbach’s alphas. Table
4.1 shows the initial findings.
Construct
Consideration of Technical Debt
Project Specific Code Base Knowledge
Problem Domain Knowledge
Perceived Project Control
Prior Estimation Experience
Perceived Complexity
Perceived Scale
Perceived Timeline Aggressiveness

Alpha on Standardized Items
0.691
0.727
0.726
0.143
0.298
0.306
0.713
0.693

Table 4.2. Measured reliability results of the revised pilot study responses.

Five of the eight constructs had alpha scores on standardized items above or near the
desired minimum alpha cutoff of 0.7. Upon review of the three constructs that did not meet
reliability expectations, further analysis noted phrasing in the corresponding survey questions
that could be misinterpreted. As a result, the questions were revised for the main study.
Unfortunately, the revised pilot study sample size was insufficient to perform an
exploratory factor analysis (EFA) across all eight factors using the revised pilot study data. But
from the initial pilot responses, there were concerns that two factors, namely project complexity
and project scale, could be considered a single factor by the survey participants. For the revised
pilot study, modifications were made to the instrument to address the lack of clarity. Further,
with the revised pilot data, a limited EFA was used to analyze the responses to survey questions
targeting project complexity and project scale. This helped determine if the survey results
indicated the existences of two separate factors or if a single factor was actually more suited for
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this study. The EFA was performed on the six instrument questions involving project
complexity and project scale. Table 4.3 shows the component matrix from the limited EFA
analysis that was generated by SPSS. These results indicate the existence of two factors, with
the separation of factors between project complexity and project scale, as originally intended in
all but one of the instrument questions. The results of this EFA confirmed the need for separate
factors for scale and complexity while providing insight into instrument items in need of
revision. Specifically, for the final study, the instrument question, “Rate the following
components of your iteration,” will be revised to separate the complexity and scale questions
from being physically adjacent to each other. While it may be expected that scale and
complexity are correlated, the random question placement change was intended to help ensure
that the survey respondents will evaluate complexity and scale as independent factors.

Table 4.3 Factor Analysis of project scale and project complexity instrument questions.
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Finally, Pearson correlations (Weaver and Wuensch 2013) were performed using SPSS,
comparing the eight constructs against the output variable AEE. In Table 4.4, the correlation
“row” between the constructs and the dependent variable AEE is shown. For purposes of the
correlation computation, each construct represents a sum of the survey items related to the
specific construct. In the Pearson Correlation row, items marked with an asterisk (*) denote
significance at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

AEE

Pearson
Correlation
Sig. (2tailed)
N

AEE
1

23

TD
PSCBK
-0.096 .359

PDK
.468*

PPC
-0.102

PEE
.450*

PC
-.268

PS
-0.058

PTA
-.484*

0.663

0.092

0.024

0.642

0.031

0.216

0.792

0.019

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

23

Table 4.4. Correlation Matrix of the output variable row.

While it is premature to reach conclusions about the relationships and directional
relationship between each independent variable and the output variable AEE, there are early
indications that a number of the constructs exhibit construct validity and divergent validity
consistent with the model. For the constructs that did not exhibit significance, this information,
in combination with the reliability measures, was used to enhance the survey instrument prior to
the main study.
4.3. Main Study.
The remaining steps of this dissertation’s main study involve the explanation of the final
operationalization of the FIADEEA model, involving the distribution of the final survey
instrument found in APPENDIX C, and the corresponding data collection and statistical analysis,
as well as the presentation of the results and research conclusions. Similar to the pilot studies
previously performed, the targeted subjects were practitioners, specifically software professionals
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experienced working in an agile software development environment. Survey subjects were
targeted across the United States among agile software development colleagues in various
corporate settings and agile “meetup” groups in major software hubs in Alabama, Texas, and Utah.
4.3.1. Operationalization.
The operationalization of the main study began as an extension of the two pilot studies.
Specifically, a Qualtrics online survey was utilized to gather expert opinions. Because software
professionals are comfortable with online or Internet activity, paper surveys were not introduced
in the main study. Revisions to the online study items were made at the end of the pilot studies,
primarily based on preliminary results of the measured reliability using Cronbach’s alphas and
feedback from the pilot participants. Due to the expectation that agile software professionals have
limited time for survey participation, the final survey was limited to 32 questions. That limited
the study to three questions for each FIADEEA model construct. See APPENDIX C for the final
instrument.
4.3.2. Gathering Data.
In order to gather sufficient data to test the FIADEEA model across multiple statistical
techniques, the objective of the survey distribution was to gather 150 completed survey responses
from agile software professionals across the United States. However, United States citizenship
information was not required and consequently not collected in this study.
Consideration was given to the data collection techniques to ensure the quality necessary
for this study. Since the objective of this dissertation is to introduce a model that would explain
behavior found among agile software professionals, corporate agile professionals were the target
respondent audience. Respondents were initially contacted by email, by corporate engagement
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and by other reputable online social media resources where agile professionals are known to
assemble online. This include both LinkedIn and Meetup.
Careful consideration was given to the use of online panels, particularly regarding the
survey response quality. As pointed out by Roulin, these “so-called convenience samples (e.g.,
crowdsourcing, online panels, and student samples)” are not to be dismissed as potential data
resources if the researcher will carefully examine the advantages and risks to accept or reject the
data originating from these data sources (Roulin 2015). The online panel sources for agile
professionals used in this study included Qualtrics Research (“The Leading Research &
Experience Software” n.d.) and Positly (“Positly: Study Recruiter” n.d.).

Based on the higher

risks outlined by Roulin and the highly targeted group of software professionals, generic
crowdsourcing techniques and tools such as Amazon Turk were not considered to be appropriate
for this study. However, both Qualtrics and Positly employed techniques for pre-screening
respondents to address quality and completeness concerns as well as ensuring the individual was
an agile software professional. Qualtrics Research, being a leader in academic and professional
study solutions, already had an established panel of software professionals. The additional prescreening was a Qualtrics-internal process to ensure the respondent had experience in an agile
software professional setting. Positly also has existing panels of software professionals and
offered a more granular set of questions to further ensure the quality. First, Positly offered a breakdown by software professions that include careers in information technology, budgeting, quality
control, software development, networking.

From that list, appropriate software professionals

were selected for pre-screening. Second, Positly offered a creative screening strategy to identify
agile professionals. See below.
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Which of the following practices have you used in your professional work? Check all that
apply.
[_] Agile Project Management
[_] Scrum Methodology
[_] 360 Degree Feedback
[_] Efficient Viral Actualization
[_] Cross-platform Unit Facilitation
[_] None of these

In the responses above, agile professionals would notice the first three choices associated with
agile software development. However, the fourth and fifth responses were random phrases and
not associated with any software development strategy. As a result, respondents who selected
those two choices would be screened out of the study.
As a final screening strategy, there were two questions embedded in the main study
intended to further identify agile professionals. First, the only narrative question proved useful in
screening low quality responses. Question 31 reads, “Was there anything the team could have
done to improve the accuracy of the effort estimate? Please explain.” While question 31 was
optional, a number of respondents in the pilot and main studies shared their feedback. When no
feedback was offered, and no other screening triggering events occurred, the response was
accepted as we would accept feedback from question 31 that was related to the question.
However, responses to question 31 that were unrelated (e.g., “it is easy to use and modern”) or
simply random character typing (e.g., “Y7v7v6v g6v v v7v7v7v”) were screened out of this study.
Second, question 12 required the respondent to identify a previous or current agile or sprint
iteration. “In order to group responses pertaining to the same iteration or sprint, please provide
the first and last initial of the agile team lead followed by the end date ("MMDDYYYY") of the
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iteration or sprint (e.g., TC04162018).” Based on a brief analysis of the responses, question 12
proved to be a primary survey abandon point for partial responses and helped eliminate unqualified
survey responses that were non-sensical.

Finally, question 12 provided specific instructions in

identifying a sprint by requesting a unique identifier but without compromising the anonymity of
the participants. When multiple practitioners completed the survey for the same sprint, the unique
identifier was be utilized to identify the duplicate responses and screen them from consideration
for the purposes of this dissertation. However, the data was be retained for future studies.
For the main study, there were 293 partial and complete responses within the Qualtrics
survey. After applying the screening techniques mentioned above, the final data set contained 150
valid responses (51.19% of all Qualtrics survey participants). Below are descriptive statistics
about the respondents.
1. Using the longitude and latitude statistics provided through the Qualtrics survey, the
approximate Internet location of the participants was determined. In all, 148 of the valid
responses were from a United States based location. See Table 4.5.
United States
Canada
Netherlands

146
1
1

Table 4.5. Breakdown of respondents by country based on Internet location.

2. Regarding the respondents’ current corporate role, developers represented the highest role
at 43.33%. For the top three participants by corporate role, next were project managers
(17.33%) and product managers (12.67%). See Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10. Percentage breakdown of respondents based on organizational role.

3. Regarding gender, 62.67% were male respondents and 37.33% were female respondents
among the completed surveys used for this analysis. Further gender analysis against all
Qualtrics respondents regardless of their completion status revealed a fallout rate of
16.38% for male respondents while the fallout rate for female respondents was only
13.65%. As expected, the inclusion of partial or incomplete responses accounted for
approximately 17.5% with no gender response along with the remaining fractional
response associated with “I prefer not to answer” or “Other.” See Table 4.6.
According to a 2014 survey conducted by Deloitte, Datawheel and Cesar Hidalgo,
the gender composition of software developers, applications and systems software is 80.9%
Male (“Software Developers, Applications & Systems Software” n.d.).

While the

deviation in this dissertation’s respondents may be partially explained by software
professionals who may not be primarily developers, including project managers, product
managers, testers and executives, further analysis would be required to determine the
potential source of the deviation. The finding merits further review and study.
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Gender
Male

Completed Surveys
62.67%

Overall Fallout Rate
16.38%

Female

37.33%

13.65%

Table 4.6. Gender breakdown of respondents.

4. Age and software development experience was also captured. Respondents had an average
age of 38 with an average of 12 years of software development experience. Figure 4.11
shows a histogram which breaks down the software experience data gathered during this
study.

Figure 4.11. Histogram of software development experience among respondents.

5. A key component of this dissertation is the consideration of technical debt during the effort
estimation process.

When asked, “Was technical debt considered during the effort

estimation process?” varying levels of technical debt consideration were reported during
the main study.

Figure 4.12 shows the frequency of responses across main study

participants.
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Figure 4.12. Consideration of Technical Debt during the effort estimation process.

4.3.3. Reliability.
Consistent with the effort during the pilot study, the reliability analysis in this study
utilized Cronbach’s alpha as the primary indicator of reliability of the data. Due to the effort to
revise the pilot questions, the main results showed improved results for the reliability of the
constructs measured with Cronbach’s alphas. Table 4.7 shows the summary findings from the
main study.
Construct
Consideration of Technical Debt
Project Specific Code Base Knowledge
Problem Domain Knowledge
Perceived Project Control
Prior Estimation Experience
Perceived Complexity
Perceived Scale
Perceived Timeline Aggressiveness

Alpha on Standardized Items
0.840
0.747
0.732
0.701
0.730
0.648
0.703
0.876

Table 4.7. Measured reliability results of the main study.

Seven of the eight constructs had Cronbach’s alpha on standardized items exceeding the
preferred alpha cutoff of 0.7. Perceived Estimation Experience required the elimination of one
survey item to meet the alpha cutoff of 0.7. While Perceived Complexity did not meet the
preferred alpha cutoff, the effort to improve the reliability after the second pilot resulted in a
100% improvement in the alpha measurement.
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Overall, the reliability analysis demonstrated that the main study possesses adequate
levels of reliability in all but one of the items. As noted by Tavakol and Dennick, a possible
explanation for a low alpha is a low number of instrument questions targeting the construct
(Tavakol and Dennick 2011). For Project Complexity, additional regression analysis will be
included in later sections of this dissertation to expose the impact of Project Complexity in the
FIADEEA model.
4.3.4. Validity.
Because sufficient data was collected during the main study, a factor analysis can be used
to evaluate the data’s convergent and discriminant validity. In the pilot studies, there was
insufficient data to perform an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA). In the main study, sufficient
respondent data was gathered and therefore a Maximum Likelihood Estimation technique within
SPSS was used to perform an EFA. See Figure 4.13 for the factor loadings.

Figure 4.13. Exploratory Factor Analysis (Extraction: Maximum Likelihood, Rotation: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization).
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The EFA revealed factor loadings for Factors 2, 3 and 5 that are consistent with the
instrument’s design, namely Timeline Aggressiveness (Factor 2), Technical Debt (Factor 3) and
Project Scale (Factor 5) respectively. As for the noteworthy validity challenges, Factor 1
includes both Problem Domain Knowledge (PDK) and Project Specific Code Base Knowledge
(PSCBK) instrument responses, meaning there were factor loading problems involving both
PDK and PSCBK. It is important to recognize that both factors involve knowledge constructs,
with PDK representing domain knowledge and PSCBK representing specific code base
knowledge.
Separately, Factor 4 combined the survey items that were associated with 4 different
constructs. Questions Q15_1, Q15_2, Q15_3, and Q15_4 covering 4 different constructs were
visually grouped into a common presentation matrix within the survey instrument for the main
study, as shown in Figure 4.14.
Finally, Q30, a factor corresponding to PC, did not meet the minimum factor location
cutoff of 0.4. The combination of these loading problems represents the primary issues impacting
the convergent validity of the FIADEEA model.

Figure 4.14. Question 15 from the main study showing the matrix grouping.
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Completing the summary for the EFA, the corresponding eigenvalues are shown in
Figure 4.15 from the first EFA. Consistent with the default for SPSS, eigenvalues above 1.0 was
the cutoff for determining factors in the EFA analysis.

Figure 4.15. Initial eigenvalues associated with the EFA.

Next, a factor analysis was performed with a fixed number of factors set to eight (8),
which mirrors the number of independent variables in the FIADEEA model. Figure 4.16 shows
these factor loadings for the main study revealing all loadings greater than 0.4. In this factor
analysis, Factor 1 continues to be dominated by PDK and PSCBK. Also, Factor 2 and Factor 3
map to PTA and TD respectively.
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PSCBK (Q29)
PSCBK (Q22)
PDK (Q14)
PDK (Q25)
PDK (Q24)
PPC (Q18)
PTA (Q31)
PTA (Q17)
PTA (Q19)
PC (Q30)
TD (Q28)
TD (Q33)
TD (Q26)
PS (Q15_4)
PC (Q15_1)
PSCBK (Q15_2)
PS (Q23)
PS (Q16)
PEE (Q34)
PEE (Q36)
PPC (Q21)
PPC (Q15_3)

1
0.779
0.777
0.617
0.586
0.577
0.473

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0.891
0.796
0.749
0.893
0.761
0.669

0.458

0.742
0.559
0.475
0.741
0.583
0.919
0.446
0.93
0.416

0.734

Figure 4.16. Factor analysis, 8 fixed factors (Extraction: Maximum Likelihood, Rotation: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization).

The initial eigenvalues are shown in Figure 4.17 from the second EFA, where five (5)
factors exceeded an eigenvalue of 1, which is consistent with the EFA findings shown in Figure
4.13.

Figure 4.17. Initial eigenvalues associated with 8 fixed factors.
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In Figure 4.16, utilizing a simple horizontal line test, visual evidence of discriminant
validity for the majority of instrument questions is shown. That is, for each factor, a horizontal
observance shows one and only one value. The noted exceptions are Q15_2 (Project Specific
Code Base Knowledge) and Q15_3 (Perceive Project Control). Also, since Q30 (Perceived
Complexity) did not meet the required factor cutoff limit of 0.4, no validity conclusions
regarding it can be made.
Figure 4.18 shows the correlations of the 8 factors against Q13 which represents the
Accuracy of the Effort Estimate (AEE).

Of the 8 factors, six (6) were significantly correlated to

AEE based. Further evidence of the correlation of PDK and PSCBK is demonstrated by the
correlation between the two factors at 0.663, significant at the 0.01 level.
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Figure 4.18. Correlations.

4.3.5. Regression.
As noted in section 4.3.3., the acceptable reliability of the model (as measured by
Cronbach’s alpha) as well as the research interest in evaluating the FIADEEA model performed
meant that an evaluation of the regression model with eight (8) fixed factors would be beneficial
in this initial study. However, due to the low Cronbach’s alpha cutoff of the reliability measure
on the Project Complexity (PC) construct (< .7), three regressions were performed with the
combined PC predictor as well as with the two individual items predicting PC to account for the
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possibility of impact to the overall model. See Figure 4.19 for the results of all three regression
models. Note the “Predictors” footer, which indicates which item was used to predict PC. In
all cases, the FIADEEA model was found to be significant with an R2 no less than .377.

Figure 4.19. Regression analysis of the model.

For the purposes of analyzing the significance of each predictor in the model for
hypothesis testing, the FIADEEA model utilizing the combine items from the instrument was
used. Figure 4.20 shows the corresponding regression coefficient matrix.
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Figure 4.20. Coefficient Matrix of the FIADEEA model with the Regression Model Summary.

The matrix shows five of the predictors were significant at the 0.05 level. Because the
FIADEEA model includes a PSCBK as a predictor of TD, a Pearson’s r was run to evaluate the
correlation between the two predictors (Daniel 1990). The correlation was measured to be 0.289
and found to be significant at the 0.01 level.

4.3.6. Hypotheses Testing.
As mentioned in section 4.4.5, the multiple regression analysis lends support to the model
by yielding significant results in 6 of the 9 predictor variables, as shown in Table 4.8. The
coefficient and significance levels are denoted as (coefficient, significant value) in the
Hypothesis Testing column.
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Proposition

Focus

Proposition 0
(P0)

Proposition 1
(P1)

Relationship

+

Project

-

Proposition 2
(P2)

Project

-

Proposition 3
(P3)

Project

-

Proposition 4
(P4)

Team

+

Proposition 5
(P5)

Team

+

Proposition 6
(P6)

Team

+

Proposition 7
(P7)

Team

+

Proposition 8
(P8)

Team

+

Description
The Degree to Which
Technical Debt was
Considered During the
Estimation Process (TD) is
positively related to AEE.
The Perceived Complexity
of the Effort is negatively
related to AEE.
The Perceived Scale of the
Effort is negatively related to
AEE.
The Perceived
Aggressiveness of the Effort
Timeline is negatively
related to AEE.
The Prior Estimation
Experience is positively
related to AEE.
The Perceived Project
Control is positively related
to AEE.
The Problem Domain
Knowledge is positively
related to AEE.
The Project Specific Code
Base Knowledge is
positively related to TD.
The Project Specific Code
Base Knowledge is
positively related to AEE.

Hypotheses
Testing
Supported
(.209, .000)

Supported
(-.291, .019)
Unsupported

Unsupported

Supported
(.326, .005)
Supported
(.195, 0.021)
Supported
(.227, .003)
Supported
(.289, .000)

Unsupported

Table 4.8. Hypotheses testing results.

4.4. Chapter Summary.
This chapter detailed the operationalization of the model in both pilot studies and in the main
study. The discussion includes the presentation of reliability measures, convergent and
discriminant validity results, correlation results during the pilot study and finally multiple
regression and hypothesis testing findings in the main study. Chapter V will provide details
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about the FIADEEA model hypotheses as well as a discussion about the reliability and validity
issues that can be improved upon in future studies.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

In Chapter V, we look back to the original Chapters and revisit the original purpose of the
dissertation, namely to present a new model that introduces the consideration of technical debt
(TD) as a factor that influences the accuracy of effort estimates in agile projects (AEE). Following
the introduction, the results of Chapter IV are discussed in conjunction with the FIADEEA model,
including a discussion of the potential impact of each independent variable on the dependent
variable AEE. Finally, an explanation of the reliability issues and validity issues will be provided
with direction for future studies in an attempt to address the challenges encountered during the
pilot and main studies.
5.1. Main Study Significance.
As detailed in Chapter I, the answer to ‘How long will it take?” has been a primary goal of
software development practitioners seeking to accurately estimate a software development effort.
One of the first known papers addressing software effort estimation was published by Farr and
Nanus in 1964 (Farr and Nanus 1964), where Farr and Nanus described the problem by saying
“estimates have historically been very unreliable.”
The entire software industry continues to struggle with accurately predicting the delivery
dates and deliverables with sufficient accuracy.

The software development world has seen a

variety of software development models and corresponding estimation techniques such as
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COCOMO (Boehm and Turner 2005) for more traditional software models and Planning Poker
(Mahnič and Hovelja 2012) for Agile software development strategies. Practitioners continue to
cite reasons for failed estimates such as aggressive timelines, scope creep, poorly documented
specifications, and a poor translation of customer requirements.

Academic research aimed at

practitioners further backs up these common themes for inaccurate effort estimates.
In the meantime, a metaphor, technical debt, has been popularized by software
development teams adopting agile software development strategies. Originally Ward Cunningham
associated the term “debt” with software development in his report on the WyCash Portfolio
Management System (Cunningham 1992). Today, technical debt is considered a computer
programming metaphor where software developers take real or perceived implementation
shortcuts during software development that eventually must be “paid” in the future. The payment
is typically in the form of rewriting components of the software application. Until the payment is
made in full, the impact could be any number of work-a-round or manual activities, including
developing applications to monitor for errors, hiring additional employees to manually perform
duties, and limiting the application functionality for customers. A more formal definition was
offered by Steve McConnell, who said that technical debt is a consequence of “a design or
construction approach that's expedient in the short term but that creates a technical context in
which the same work will cost more to do later than it would cost to do now (including increased
cost over time)” (Kruchten et al. 2013b).
While most agile software practitioners acknowledge the existence of technical debt, they
also recognize that the ultimate solution, an accurate effort estimation, remains an elusive goal.
Prior to this study, no known research has combined the two concepts into a model that may expose
the relationship between technical debt and an accurate effort estimate. That is, would the
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consideration of technical debt during the effort estimation process impact the accuracy of the
estimate?
Overall, the significance of this problem is evident to researchers and software
development practitioners alike.

Even with the adoption of modern software development

lifecycles and strategies, prior research shows the accuracy of effort estimates remains a challenge
affecting the technology professionals worldwide. Producing academic research that advances a
solution to the challenge of improving the accuracy of effort estimate is a goal of this dissertation.
5.2. The Accuracy of the Effort Estimate.
As discussed during the literature review, multiple research efforts cite the challenges of
accurately predicting the time and/or effort necessary to complete a software development project
or iteration. Molokken and Jorgensen reviewed the results of software survey and concluded that
60%-80% of software development estimation attempts “encounter effort and/or schedule
overruns” (Molokken and Jorgensen 2003).

Focusing on agile software development (ASD)

efforts, Usman, Mendes, and Borstler found evidence of effort estimation challenges among agile
practitioners (Usman et al. 2015). Their review of sixty (60) agile professionals revealed that
“according to 52% of the respondents, effort estimation in ASD are out of range by a factor of
25% or more."
For the main study, the respondents were succinctly asked, “For this particular iteration
under consideration, how accurate was the effort estimate?” The numeric range presented was
0-10, from 0 being Very Late to 10 being On Time. From the 150 respondents, the average value
was 6.95 with a standard deviation of 2.16. Furthermore, only 17 respondents (11.33%) indicated
their effort was delivered on time. The breakdown of respondents is show in Figure 5.1. This
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evidence shows external validity and further echoes that ASD projects remain challenged with
accurate effort estimates.

Figure 5.1. Responses to AEE instrument question.

Similar to findings during the pilot study, several respondents chose to give feedback
when asked, “Was there anything the team could have done to improve the accuracy of the effort
estimate? Please explain.” Table 5.2 highlights a variety of responses from the main study.
Over 30% of respondents provided lengthy responses. For the main study, a high response rate
was expected due to the design modifications to the instrument forcing a mandatory response for
most items. While the narrative question remained optional, the length of the narrative responses
was noteworthy and clearly required some thought on the part of the respondents. These verbose
responses were helpful in explaining the practitioners’ perspectives on future areas of
improvement or the challenges facing the on-time delivery of their sprint or iteration
requirements.
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More experience people bring more accuracy
We completed the project slightly ahead of schedule and was awarded company stock as
thanks! NOTE: this project spanned 24 major EDI customers, UNIX server, mainframe MVS
COBOL changes and many ftp scripts.
Taken in to account external factors. The team is small and is not strictly agile in the sense that
it cannot be dedicated fully to the work in the sprint.
This team was very accurate as they had been working in this domain for an average of 5+
years, had several years of Agile experience, and knew the code base very well.
Dedicating time for a research spike before beginning development on a fix for the issue
would have yielded a much more accurate estimation. However, this was an escalated
maintenance issue that needed to be resolved as quickly as possible. That resulted in a rough
estimation beforehand.
The Development team members (Dev and QA) were based in the Ukraine and visibility into
actual hours spent vs estimations is not always deemed to be accurate given I suspect that
more time is sometimes being spent to complete the iteration within the sprint but not actually
recorded. (this is a gut feel over a length of time working with the team and cannot be
substantiated).
We are still using the point scale for stories, and not everyone has the same opinion on how to
distribute the points, so that often ends up with stories of different sizes being awarded the
same number of points.
There are a lot of new people on this team. It will take some time for them to be able to
accurately estimate items/sprints. Also, the project is massive, and the team is on a time crunch
to get everything done and delivered by certain dates for each phase. Some items were
estimated extremely high for the amount of actual effort they took to develop and test.
Experience is the biggest factor (or lack thereof) of most team members when approaching a
project of this scope, size and complexity. Needed more people experienced with estimation
and real-world project timelines and not just the timelines we show the budget people.
This particular iteration was several iterations into the project and as a result there was good
understanding of what could be accomplished. Early in the project, some of the sub-teams did
well at estimation and others did not. Experience with scrum and the timeline for coding and
testing improved accuracy as time went by. We had formal training early in the project, but it
took several iterations to get good accuracy. This was a hard, real-time simulation for the
NASA Space Station Simulator.
No, the estimate was good. The team was informed. We accepted technical debt for speed of
delivery. The product owner was informed and involved. Our scope was well defined, and
acceptance criteria were covering.
Team members are normally too busy working to complete sprints to do any real due diligence
of tasks or the full backlog item to gain any familiarity with the code base or determine if
we’re actually adding more technical debt.
Considering our past experience estimating, we should increase our estimates of bugs.
Particularly bugs which we are not able to reproduce or which would require above average
QA efforts. Our estimates of features remains accurate.
The team in general had a pretty good feel for the estimate. However, the team was not really
considered during the timeline scheduling.
Table 5.1. Narrative responses concerning areas of improvement in AEE.
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5.3. FIADEEA Model with Hypotheses Results.
Given that the main study gathered evidence that challenges to AEE exist in agile software
development environments, the FIADEEA model is shown in Figure 5.2 to make it easy to discuss
the predictors. While identical to the conceptual model presented in previous chapters, Figure 5.2
includes the regression coefficients (see Table 4.16). Predictor variable significance is denoted as
a superscript by (*) at the 0.05 level and (**) at the 0.01 level. For P7, which is a relationship
between two predictor variables, the value was calculated from a Pearson’s r evaluation (see Figure
5.2).

Figure 5.2. FIADEEA Model with regression standardized coefficients (betas).
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As noted in Chapter IV (Figure 4.20), the regression model was significant with an R2
value of 0.397. With R2 ranging from 0 to 1, a desirable or high value would exceed 0.5.
However, with randomized human studies, the general understanding is a R2 exceeding 0.5 may
be a challenge for inaugural research efforts. Below are hypotheses results:
1. P0: The Degree to Which Technical Debt was Considered During the Estimation
Process (TD) is positively related to AEE. There is evidence to support this
proposition. TD is shown to be significant in the regression model at the 0.01 level
as shown in Table 4.8. Further, the factor analysis showed TD to be the third most
important factor affecting the variance among the factors. These statistical findings
support the original research question of this dissertation regarding the importance or
significance of considering technical debt during the effort estimation process. These
findings indicate that TD can be considered an important factor influencing the
accuracy of the effort estimate (AEE).
2. P1: The Perceived Complexity of the Effort is negatively related to AEE. There is
evidence to support this proposition. PC is shown to be significant in the
regression model at the 0.05 level as shown in Table 4.8. While there were reliability
concerns of PC found with our instrument, the significance finding along with the
difficulty of finding a universal measure of project complexity indicates a need for
further research into PC and its predictor variables.
3. P2: The Perceived Scale of the Effort is negatively related to AEE. As mentioned in
the definitions section, scale is the size of the effort. There was not statistically
significant evidence to support this proposition.
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4. P3: The Perceived Aggressiveness of the Effort Timeline is negatively related to AEE.
There was not statistically significant evidence to support this proposition.
Having said that, the factor analysis indicated Perceived Timeline Aggressiveness
was the second most influential factor affecting the variance from the main study data
analysis. This finding warrants further isolated study of the impact of PTA on AEE.
5. P4: The Prior Estimation Experience is positively related to AEE. There is evidence
to support this proposition. Prior Estimation Experience (PEE) as a predictor of
AEE was supported and found to be significant at the 0.01 level. While it would
make common sense to the practitioner that estimation experience improves the
ability to accurately estimate efforts in the future, this finding indicates that the effort
estimation experience of teams may improve AEE. Further, there were narrative
comments from the main study that indicated the importance of seasoned or
experienced team members when attempted to achieve AEE in agile iterations.
6. P5: The Perceived Project Control is positively related to AEE. There is evidence to
support this proposition. Perceived Project Control (PPC) was found to be
significant at the 0.05 level. This predictor variable indicates that practitioners whose
team can influence or impact the project estimate or deliverables may improve their
chances with an on-time delivery. As with PTA, this interpretation would make
logical sense to the software development practitioner.
7. P6: The Problem Domain Knowledge is positively related to AEE. There is evidence
to support this proposition. Problem Domain Knowledge (PDK) as a predictor of
AEE was supported with a significance at the 0.01 level. Narrative comments tended
to support that more knowledge would positively impact AEE.
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8. P7: The Project Specific Code Base Knowledge is positively related to TD. There is
evidence to support this proposition. A Pearson’s r was run to evaluate the
correlation between the two predictors (Daniel 1990). The correlation was measured
to be 0.289 and found to be significant at the 0.01 level.
9. P8: The Project Specific Code Base Knowledge is positively related to AEE. There
was not significant evidence to support this proposition. Upon review of the EFA
results, both PDK and PSCBK loaded on the same factor, the first factor. This factor
analysis finding was unexpected and somewhat contradicts the findings from Brooks
who considered these items as separate factors (1983). While no conclusion can be
made with the research results collected in this study, further research is warranted to
determine if a second order factor representing knowledge that combines PDK,
PSCBK and other knowledge factors exists.
In summary, six (6) of the nine (9) propositions shown in Table 4.8 were supported. The
remaining three (3) predictors would require an exploration of alternative instruments initially
before determining the best model alterations for further research and the development of an
enhanced FIADEEA model.
Furthermore, returning to the standardized betas shown in Figure 5.2, a noteworthy
finding is the relative significance of the standardized beta for TD at 0.284 and found to be
significant at the 0.01 level (P0). The only larger standardized beta in the model was associated
with PDK at 0.288 and significant at the 0.01 level (P5). However, considering the strength of
the strength of the combined knowledge factors supported by a strong and significant correlation
between PDK and PSCBK and that PSCBK was positively correlated to TD in the model (P7),
there is evidence that TD is the most influential factor in the FIADEEA model.
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5.4. Reliability Challenges.
A known benefit and challenge in the main study was related to an attempt to engage
professional software practitioners across the United States. Agile software professionals are
arguably some of the busiest team members in a firm or organization delivering software as a
primary business objective, so the time component of a survey instrument needed to be seriously
considered. In short, the availability of agile practitioners was expected to be limited so the items
in the instrument would need to be completed in under ten (10) minutes.
With an evident need for timeliness, survey questions corresponding to the predictors in
the model were limited to three (3). Knowing that more survey questions could lead to improved
reliability (Tavakol and Dennick 2011), ideally, there would be five (5) or more questions per
independent variable in the FIADEEA. But, when considering the targeted audience, the impact
would potentially extend the survey by approximately five (5) minutes and could potentially
reduce the participation rates.
During the pilot studies, most of the reliability concerns were addressed with the revision
of instrument questions. During the main study, two (2) predictors were improved by removed a
question based on the Cronbach’s Alpha analysis from the SPSS results. These predictors were
Project Complexity (PC) and Project Estimation Experience (PEE). However, this did not improve
the reliability of PC sufficiently, as measured by a Cronbach’s alpha below 0.7.
The questions used for predictors for PC were almost identical. However, one question
was negatively stated, and a third question was physically grouped with other predictors.

An

immediate action would be to ungroup the questions in the survey instrument and allow Qualtrics
to randomly present the questions to the potential respondent, which is consistent with how other
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questions were randomized in the main study. However, with the PC questions being similar,
further investigation may necessary to determine how complexity was interpreted across a variety
of software development firms.
5.5. Validity Challenges.
A notable strength of the main study is its external validity. With multiple strategies for
attracting agile software developers across the United States along with multiple screening
strategies, the expectation of valid data was high.
Regarding convergent validity, the degrees of freedom dictated more responses than were
available during the pilot studies. Ideally, an EFA would have been performed during the pilot
studies followed by instrument revisions and a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) of the main
study results. As a result, the EFA was not performed until the main study. At the end of the main
study’s data gathering and filtering efforts, the EFA revealed two primary issues:
1. Factor 1 loadings combined two predictors of the model, namely PDK and PSCBK.
2. Factors loadings of Question 15 items in the question group shown in Figure 5.3 were
loading together.

Figure 5.3. Question 15 from the main study shows the matrix grouping.
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These two issues appeared to be the primary reason the EFA loadings indicated only five (5) factors
instead of the expected eight (8) factors to correspond to the eight (8) predictor variables in the
FIADEEA model. Solving the second issue could be done easily in a follow-up study, where the
survey instrument was modified to break up the grouping shown in Figure 5.3.
Finally, in both factor analysis efforts, the instrument items corresponding to Perceived
Timeline Aggressiveness (PTA) and Consideration of Technical Debt During the Estimation
Process (TD) were loading on Factor 2 and Factor 3 respectively. This gave additional confidence
to this dissertation’s research, exposing the potential strength of TD and its influence on the model
to accurately predict the effort estimate of agile software projects.
Regarding discriminant validity, the horizontal line test against the SPSS output shown in
Figure 4.13 revealed relatively few issues. The changes to the instrument outlined above to address
the issues with convergent validity would also potentially address the issues with the two items
not meeting the discriminant validity test.
5.6. Chapter Summary.
This chapter discussed the various benefits and challenges of conducting a main study of
agile software professionals to understand the factors that influence the accuracy of an effort
estimate. The study provided some support for the FIADEEA model as well as areas of potential
improvement. Future research directions, the limiting conditions of this research, and the research
assumptions of this study are discussed in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

Chapter VI concludes this dissertation by first discussing the results of using the
FIADEEA model to predict AEE. Following the research overview, the major contributions of
this dissertation are presented, followed by the key assumptions and limitations. Finally, Chapter
VI is concluded with potential future research directions.
6.1. Research Overview.
This study examined a major research question affecting software development researchers
and practitioners alike, the accuracy of effort estimations. The purpose of this study was to design
and propose a research model that improves the accuracy of the effort estimate in an agile software
development project by considering technical debt during the effort estimation process. Stated
succinctly, “Would the consideration of technical debt during the effort estimation process in an
agile software development project affect the accuracy of the estimate?” Drawing on previous
working outlined in Chapter II, the FIADEEA model was developed and presented in Chapter III.
This model identified eight (8) key factors that influence the accuracy of effort estimations in agile
software development projects.
Next, after IRB approval was obtained, a pilot study was performed, utilizing agile
software practitioners in two software companies who were willing to assist with this research
effort. Using their responses and the input from the software development team leads, a revised
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pilot study was developed and targeted similar software companies willing to participate. After
reliability and validity enhancements to the study were identified and implemented, the main study
was performed.
The data analysis from the main study showed good reliability and validity surrounding
the key factor, TD.

Areas of acceptable reliability and validity were noted while further

enhancements to the survey instrument were identified and discussed. The analysis results
provided support for six (6) of the nine (9) proposed propositions in the FIADEEA model. Table
6.1 summarizes these results.
Proposition

Description

Testing
Supported

Proposition 7 (P7)

The Degree to Which Technical Debt was
Considered During the Estimation Process (TD)
is positively related to AEE.
The Perceived Complexity of the Effort is
negatively related to AEE.
The Perceived Scale of the Effort is negatively
related to AEE.
The Perceived Aggressiveness of the Effort
Timeline is negatively related to AEE.
The Prior Estimation Experience is positively
related to AEE.
The Perceived Project Control is positively
related to AEE.
The Problem Domain Knowledge is positively
related to AEE.
The Project Specific Code Base Knowledge is
positively related to TD.

Proposition 8 (P8)

The Project Specific Code Base Knowledge is
positively related to AEE.

Proposition 0 (P0)

Proposition 1 (P1)
Proposition 2 (P2)
Proposition 3 (P3)
Proposition 4 (P4)
Proposition 5 (P5)
Proposition 6 (P6)

Supported
Unsupported
Unsupported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported

Unsupported

Table 6.1. Testing results.

In support of the primary research question, the analysis showed TD positively affects
AEE. Specifically, as Technical Debt is considered more by the agile team during the effort
estimation process, the Accuracy of the Effort Estimate in an Agile Project improves and therefore
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increases the likelihood for an on-time delivery. Further, factor analysis (EFA) reveals TD to be
the third most important factor on AEE, in terms of variance in survey responses.
During the factor analysis, the loadings on factor 1 combined both knowledge predictors,
namely the Problem Domain Knowledge (PDK) and the Project Specific Code Base Knowledge
(PSCBK).

While Brooks considered these separately, further research will be required to

determine if a second-order knowledge factor is influencing this behavior.
6.2. Contributions.
This dissertation generated a number of theoretical and practical contributions. Below are
some key contributions.
First, the study represents the first model that incorporated the consideration of technical
debt into the effort estimation process for agile projects. While technical debt may be implicitly
assumed by agile professionals, this study explicitly included technical debt in the model.
Utilizing a study of agile software professionals provided strong external validity and exposed the
positive relationship that the consideration of technical debt can have on the accuracy of the effort
estimation process in an agile software project. On a more practical side, the data can guide agile
training teams and companies concerning the importance of identifying and incorporating
technical debt into future agile estimation efforts.
Second, the development of the FIADEEA model was the most recent development of a
new model for identifying the factors which influence the accuracy of the effort estimate specific
to the agile software development community.

A more popular model or technique for effort

estimation involves the COCOMO technique, which was primarily designed for agile alternatives,
such as Waterfall.
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Third, this study introduced alternative but reliable respondent selection and screening
strategies in order to gather quality data on a national scale which were detailed in Chapter IV.
Besides the collection of data from respondents from a variety of online agile meetup groups, the
incorporation of survey research companies such as Qualtrics Research and Positly allowed for the
use of mature panels that targeted software professionals.
Finally, the data collected can be used for other academic research endeavors wishing to
explain or explore agile software development behaviors among US-based practitioners. Prior to
this study, no similar data set of US-based agile professionals had been identified.
6.3. Assumptions and Limitations.
There are some key assumptions and limitations concerning the model and study that must
be highlighted.

Researchers and practitioners should be aware of these limitations when

interpreting the results of this dissertation.
First, the definition of technical debt is assumed to be understandable, even among
individuals who are not familiar with the agile software development methodology. The survey
provided the definition of technical debt early in the instrument and prior to the key item requesting
technical debt feedback.
Second, the study exposed the wide interpretation of an agile iteration, sprint or project.
Unlike the waterfall strategy, agile software development strategies may be customized within an
organization, which would influence the impact on the factors that influence the accuracy of the
effort estimation.
Also, further studies will be necessary to determine if the FIADEEA model could sustain
the rigors of becoming an internationally-supported model capable of explaining, for example,
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agile models that incorporate international developers working in conjunction with US-based
developers on an agile software development project.
Finally, large organizations may adapt a combination of agile and non-agile software
development methodologies on large, enterprise-class, multi-year projects. Those multi-model
software organizations would require further study before utilizing the FIADEEA model to
analyze or correlate findings.
6.4. Future Research Directions.
Based on the results of this study, there are a number of further research directions that
would benefit both researchers and practitioners. Below are a few key areas.
A simple but obvious choice would extend the study with another revised instrument in an
attempt to develop a predictable strategy for agile project managers to know when technical debt
and other factors were being sufficiently considered when estimating the effort.
Perceived Complexity was considered a supported predictor of AEE, but the reliability
results were not sufficient to conclude that the instrument had consistently captured the meaning
of complexity across respondents.

Further, Perceived Scale was correlated with Perceived

Complexity based on the correlation matrix shown in Figure 4.18. This may indicate the need for
a separate study to explore the meaning of Perceived Complexity in conjunction with Perceived
Scale within an agile software development effort.
The factor analysis finding that both PDK and PSCBK loaded on a single factor could
suggest a beneficial follow-on study. While the results challenges the 1983 findings presented by
Brooks, there could be a new finding specific to agile development since Brooks’ findings were
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focused on development prior to the adoption and popularity of agile software development
strategies.
The regression model summary did not indicate that Timeline Aggressiveness (PTA) was
a predictor in the model. That is, researchers cannot conclude if PTA impacts the accuracy of the
effort estimate (AEE) in this study. A narrative comment suggested that some agile teams are
estimating efforts independent of management setting delivery dates. As a result, a future research
direction could be useful in explaining when PTA would impact AEE, specifically the
management support environment for the agile team members.
Based on prior research and this dissertation, the FIADEEA model includes a number of
relevant factors that may influence the accuracy of the effort estimate in agile projects. However,
the FIADEEA model is just one such conceptual model. Further research could include the
development of observationally equivalent models with alternative relationships which may reveal
other noteworthy findings to aide in the analysis and study of AEE.
Finally, once the FIADEEA model for predicting the Accuracy of the Effort Estimate in an
Agile Project has coalesced from multiple studies, tools that are currently designed to detected
technical debt in a code base could be extended in an effort to develop a FIADEEA score, which
would incorporate the detection of all FIADEEA factors solely on the codebase. This score could
be a significant aid in predicting the likelihood or risk of impacting an on-time delivery based on
the automated analysis of the code when observed from the beginning to the end of the sprint or
iteration.
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Thank you for taking this brief survey. The goal of this research is to evaluate the influence of
various factors on the accuracy of effort estimation in an agile software project.
Estimated time of completion is approximately five (5) minutes. Individuals must be 18 years of
age to participate. Below are brief survey definitions that will be used throughout the
survey. Please take a moment to become familiar with these definitions.
Your participation is voluntary. Your responses will remain anonymous. You may halt your
participation in this study at any time. Further, you may skip any question that you do not wish
to answer.
IRB Approval
This study has been reviewed by The University of Mississippi’s Institutional Review Board
(IRB). If you have any questions, concerns, or reports regarding your rights as a participant of
research, please contact the IRB at (662) 915-7482 or irb@olemiss.edu. Statement of
Consent I have read and understand the above information. By completing the survey/interview
I consent to participate in the study.
Survey Definitions
Effort Estimation: Attempting to quantify the work or time required to complete a task. An
accurate response to “When will you be done?” is a primary goal of effort estimation.
Iteration: In agile software development, a single development cycle.
Software Methodology: A strategy for developing software that includes software development,
testing, and delivery. Commonly discussed software methodologies include agile, iterative, and
waterfall.
Sprint: The name use for an iteration specific to Scrum agile methods.
Technical Debt: Steve McConnell succinctly described technical debt as “a design or
construction approach that's expedient in the short term but that creates a technical context in
which the same work will cost more to do later than it would cost to do now (including increased
cost over time).” In short, technical debt is a consequence of a previous development decision
rather than a software bug or defect.

▢

By selecting this checkbox, I certify that I am 18 years or older. (1)
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Q2 Within your organization, which title describes your current role?

o Executive (1)
o Developer (2)
o Personnel Manager (3)
o Product Manager (4)
o Project Manager (5)
o Tester (6)
Q3 Which answer best describes your primary type of customer?

o Internal unit (1)
o Individual consumers (2)
o Business or firm (3)
o Open source community (4)
o All of the above (5)
Q4 What is your age?

o 18-24 (1)
o 25-34 (2)
o 35-44 (3)
o 45-54 (4)
o 55-64 (5)
o 65+ (6)
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Q5 What is your gender identity?

o Female (1)
o Male (2)
o Other (3) ________________________________________________
o I prefer not to answer (4)
Q6 How many years of experience do you have with effort estimation in software development?

o 0-4 (1)
o 5-9 (2)
o 10-14 (3)
o 15-19 (4)
o 20+ (5)
Q7 How many years of experience do you have working with agile software development
teams?

o 0-4 (1)
o 5-9 (2)
o 10-14 (3)
o 15-19 (4)
o 20+ (5)
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Q8 Which agile software development methods or strategies have you used? Check all that
apply.

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Adaptive software development (1)
Crystal (2)
Dynamic systems development (3)
Extreme programming (4)
Feature-driven development (5)
Lean software development (6)
Rapid application development (7)
Scrum (8)
Other (9) ________________________________________________

Q9 Are you familiar with technical debt in a software development environment?

o I have never heard of it (1)
o I have heard of it, but I don't know what it means (2)
o I have a general understanding of it (3)
o I have a understanding of it and have actively considered it in the past (4)
o I have extensive knowledge of it and take it into consideration frequently (5)
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Q10 Which tools or techniques have you used to assist with an agile estimation effort? Check all
that apply.

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Affinity Mapping (1)
Bucket system (2)
Dot Voting (3)
Expert opinion (SWAG) (4)
Historical data (5)
Ordering Protocol (6)
Planning poker (7)
Relative mass valuation (8)
T-Shirt Sizes (9)
Other (10) ________________________________________________

Q11 Instructions: For the remaining survey questions, please recall your experience as a team
participant during a completed iteration or sprint that involved the maintenance of an existing
piece of code. Using that experience, provide the best answer.

Q12 In order to group responses pertaining to the same iteration or sprint, please provide the first
and last initial of the agile team lead followed by the end date ("MMDDYYYY") of the iteration
or sprint (e.g., TC04162018).
________________________________________________________________
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Q13 For the particular iteration under consideration, how accurate was the effort estimation?
Not Accurate
0

1

2

3

Very Accurate
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Accuracy ()

Q14 Rate the team's overall skill level for these tasks.

o Needs significant improvement (1)
o Needs improvement (2)
o Barely adequate skills (3)
o Capable and effective (4)
o Very capable/ideal (5)
Q15 Rate the following components of your iteration.
Far below
average (1)

Somewhat
below
average (2)

Average (3)

Somewhat
above
average (4)

Far above
average (5)

Level of
Difficulty (1)

o

o

o

o

o

Timeline
Aggresiveness
(2)

o

o

o

o

o

Deadline
Flexibility (3)

o

o

o

o

o

Code Base
Familiarity
(4)

o

o

o

o

o
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Q16 How many employees were assigned to this iteration?

o 1-4 (1)
o 5-9 (2)
o 10-24 (3)
o 25-49 (4)
o 50-99 (5)
o 100+ (6)
Q17 Did management pressure your team to work extended hours to complete the effort on
schedule?

o None at all (1)
o A little (2)
o Somewhat (3)
o A lot (4)
o A whole lot (5)
Q18 Was the project leadership effective in managing customer expectations?

o Not effective at all (1)
o Barely effective (2)
o Moderately effective (3)
o Very effective (4)
o Completely effective (5)
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Q19 Was a financial incentive suggested or committed for the on-time delivery of this iteration
or project effort?

o Definitely not (1)
o I don't think so (2)
o I don't know (3)
o I think so (4)
o Definitely yes (5)
Q20 How were the agile team members geographically dispersed?

o 1 location (1)
o 2 or more locations in the same city (2)
o 2 or more locations in the same time zone (3)
o 2 or more locations across time zones but in the same country (4)
o Internationally dispersed (5)
Q21 When determining the specific deliverables for your effort, was your input requested and
taken into consideration?

o Not at all (1)
o Input was requested but not considered (2)
o Input was requested and partially considered (3)
o Input was requested and given full consideration (4)
o Input was requested, given full consideration and implemented (5)
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Q22 When addressing the tasks in this iteration or sprint, rate your satisfaction with the
programming techniques and strategies utilized by the team.

o Not satisfied at all (1)
o Somewhat dissatisfied (2)
o Somewhat satisfied (3)
o Very satisfied (4)
o Completed satisfied (5)
Q23 What was the length of the project associated with this iteration?

o Up to 2 weeks (1)
o 3 - 4 weeks (2)
o 5 - 8 weeks (3)
o 9 - 12 weeks (4)
o 13- 16 weeks (5)
o 17 - 52 weeks (6)
o More than 1 year (7)
Q24 What was the team's level of familiarity with the business problem associated with this
iteration?

o Not familiar at all (1)
o Barely familiar (2)
o Moderately familiar (3)
o Very familiar (4)
o Completely familiar (5)
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Q25 To complete this iteration, rate the level of sophistication needed to complete the tasks?

o Not sophisticated at all (e.g., fundamental programming techniques) (1)
o Barely sophisticated (e.g., modular development) (2)
o Moderately sophisticated (e.g., integration with existing components and interfaces) (3)
o Sophisticated (e.g., third party integrations, performance sensitive routines) (4)
o Very Sophisticated (e.g., complex algorithms, complex data structures) (5)
Q26 Was technical debt considered during the effort estimation process?
As a reminder of the definition of technical debt, Steve McConnell succinctly described technical
debt as “a design or construction approach that's expedient in the short term but that creates a
technical context in which the same work will cost more to do later than it would cost to do now
(including increased cost over time).” In short, technical debt is a consequence of a previous
development decision rather than a software bug or defect.
 Not at all (1)
 A little (2)
 Somewhat (3)
 A lot (4)
 A great deal (5)
Q27 After the iteration, were there any unexpected application behaviors or significant issues
arising from the complexity of the iteration requirements?

o A significant number of issues came up (1)
o We had a few significant issues (2)
o We had a few moderate issues (3)
o We had a few minor issues (4)
o We had no issues (5)
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Q28 Did your agile team lead (e.g., Scrum master, etc.) discuss technical debt prevention during
your team meetings?

o None at all (1)
o A little (2)
o Somewhat (3)
o A lot (4)
o A great deal (5)
Q29 Was the team familiar with the code base during this iteration?

o Not familiar at all (1)
o Barely familiar (2)
o Moderately familiar (3)
o Very familiar (4)
o Completely familiar (5)
Q30 During the post iteration review, did you team uncover any issues stemming from the
complexity of the iteration requirements.

o We had several issues (1)
o We had a few significant issues (2)
o We had a few moderate issues (3)
o We had a few minor issues (4)
o We had no issues (5)
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Q31 Was there anything the team could have done to improve the accuracy of the effort
estimate? Please explain.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Q32 Thank you for participating in this study.
(Optional) If your team would like to see the final results of this study, please leave an email
address where the results can be sent to you.
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Thank you for taking this brief survey. The goal of this research is to evaluate the influence of
various factors on the accuracy of effort estimation in an agile software project.
Estimated time of completion is approximately five (5) minutes. Individuals must be 18 years of
age to participate. Below are brief survey definitions that will be used throughout the
survey. Please take a moment to become familiar with these definitions.
Your participation is voluntary. Your responses will remain anonymous. You may halt your
participation in this study at any time. Further, you may skip any question that you do not wish
to answer.
IRB Approval
This study has been reviewed by The University of Mississippi’s Institutional Review Board
(IRB). If you have any questions, concerns, or reports regarding your rights as a participant of
research, please contact the IRB at (662) 915-7482 or irb@olemiss.edu. Statement of
Consent I have read and understand the above information. By completing the survey/interview
I consent to participate in the study.
Survey Definitions
Effort Estimation: Attempting to quantify the work or time required to complete a task. An
accurate response to “When will you be done?” is a primary goal of effort estimation.
Iteration: In agile software development, a single development cycle.
Software Methodology: A strategy for developing software that includes software development,
testing, and delivery. Commonly discussed software methodologies include agile, iterative, and
waterfall.
Sprint: The name use for an iteration specific to Scrum agile methods.
Technical Debt: Steve McConnell succinctly described technical debt as “a design or
construction approach that's expedient in the short term but that creates a technical context in
which the same work will cost more to do later than it would cost to do now (including increased
cost over time).” In short, technical debt is a consequence of a previous development decision
rather than a software bug or defect.

▢

By selecting this checkbox, I certify that I am 18 years or older. (1)
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Q2 Within your organization, which title describes your current role?

o Executive (1)
o Developer (2)
o Personnel Manager (3)
o Product Manager (4)
o Project Manager (5)
o Tester (6)
Q3 Which answer best describes your primary type of customer?

o Internal unit (1)
o Individual consumers (2)
o Business or firm (3)
o Open source community (4)
o All of the above (5)
Q4 What is your age?

o 18-24 (1)
o 25-34 (2)
o 35-44 (3)
o 45-54 (4)
o 55-64 (5)
o 65+ (6)
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Q5 What is your gender identity?

o Female (1)
o Male (2)
o Other (3) ________________________________________________
o I prefer not to answer (4)
Q11 Instructions: For the remaining survey questions, please recall your experience as a team
participant during a completed iteration or sprint that involved the maintenance of an existing
piece of code. Using that experience, provide the best answer.

Q12 In order to group responses pertaining to the same iteration or sprint, please provide the first
and last initial of the agile team lead followed by the end date ("MMDDYYYY") of the iteration
or sprint (e.g., TC04162018).
________________________________________________________________

Q7 Estimate the average years of experience your team members have with software
development effort estimates.

o 0-4 years (1)
o 5-9 years (2)
o 10-14 years (3)
o 15-19 years (4)
o 20+ years (5)
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Q34 Rate your team's effort estimation experience.

o None at all (1)
o A little (2)
o Somewhat (3)
o A lot (4)
o A whole lot (5)
Q36 Was the team's effort estimation experience suitable for this project?

o Not at all suitable (1)
o Slightly suitable (2)
o Somewhat suitable (3)
o Moderately suitable (4)
o Very Suitable (5)
Q13 For the particular iteration under consideration, how accurate was the effort estimation?
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Q18 Was the team effective in controlling the project?

o Not effective at all (1)
o Barely effective (2)
o Moderately effective (3)
o Very effective (4)
o Completely effective (5)
Q21 Was the team permitted to control the project?

o Not at all (1)
o Input was requested but not considered (2)
o Input was requested and partially considered (3)
o Input was requested and given full consideration (4)
o Input was requested, given full consideration and implemented (5)
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Q15 Rate the following components of your iteration.
Far below
average (1)

Somewhat
below
average (2)

Average (3)

Somewhat
above
average (4)

Far above
average (5)

Timeline
Aggresiveness
(2)

o

o

o

o

o

Project
Control (3)

o

o

o

o

o

Code Base
Familiarity (4)

o

o

o

o

o

Effort
Complexity
(5)

o

o

o

o

o

Project Scale
(6)

o

o

o

o

o

Q22 When addressing the tasks for this iteration or sprint, how familiar were the team members
with the code base for this project?

o Not at all familiar (1)
o Slightly familiar (2)
o Somewhat familiar (3)
o Moderately familiar (4)
o Extremely familiar (5)
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Q29 Rate the team's knowledge about the specific code base being modified during this iteration.

o Not understandable at all (1)
o Barely understandable (2)
o Moderately understandable (3)
o Very understandable (4)
o Completely understandable (5)
Q17 How would your team rate the aggressiveness of the iteration timeline?

o Not aggressive at all (1)
o Slightly aggressive (2)
o Moderately aggressive (3)
o Very aggressive (4)
o Extremely aggressive (5)
Q19 Indicate your level of agreement with the following statement:
Overall, the team felt the timeline for this iteration was aggressive.

o Strongly disagree (1)
o Disagree (2)
o Neither agree or disagree (3)
o Agree (4)
o Strongly agree (5)
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Q16 How would the team rate the scale of this project?

o Very small (1)
o Small (2)
o Average (3)
o Large (4)
o Very Large (5)
Q23 What was the team's perception of the scale of the project?

o Very small (1)
o Small (2)
o Average (3)
o Large (4)
o Very Large (5)
Q14 Rate the team's overall knowledge of the problem domain associated with this iteration.

o Not at all knowledgeable (1)
o Slightly knowledgeable (2)
o Somewhat knowledgeable (3)
o Moderately knowledgeable (4)
o Extremely knowledgeable (5)
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Q24 What was the team's knowledge of the business issues associated with this iteration?

o Not at all knowledgeable (1)
o Slightly knowledgeable (2)
o Somewhat knowledgeable (3)
o Moderately knowledgeable (4)
o Extremely knowledgeable (5)
Q25 Indicate your level of agreement with the following statement:
For this iteration, the team's knowledge of the business problem domain was adequate.

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Strongly disagree (1)
Disagree (2)
Neither agree or disagree (3)
Agree (4)
Strongly agree (5)
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Q26 Was technical debt considered during the effort estimation process?
As a reminder of the definition of technical debt, Steve McConnell succinctly described technical
debt as “a design or construction approach that's expedient in the short term but that creates a
technical context in which the same work will cost more to do later than it would cost to do now
(including increased cost over time).” In short, technical debt is a consequence of a previous
development decision rather than a software bug or defect.

o Not at all (1)
o A little (2)
o Somewhat (3)
o A lot (4)
o A great deal (5)
Q33 During any team meetings about effort estimation, did agile team members discuss technical
debt?

o Not at all (1)
o A little (2)
o Somewhat (3)
o A lot (4)
o A great deal (5)
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Q28 Did your agile team lead (e.g., Scrum master, etc.) allow discussions of technical debt
during the effort estimation process?

o None at all (1)
o A little (2)
o Somewhat (3)
o A lot (4)
o A great deal (5)
Q27 Rate the team's perception of the complexity of this effort.

o Very complex (1)
o Moderately complex (2)
o Somewhat complex (3)
o Slightly complex (4)
o Not complex (5)
Q30 Indicate your level of agreement with the following statement:
The complexity of this iteration was excessive.

o Strongly disagree (1)
o Disagree (2)
o Neither agree or disagree (3)
o Agree (4)
o Strongly agree (5)
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Q31 Was there anything the team could have done to improve the accuracy of the effort
estimate? Please explain.
________________________________________________________________
Q32 Thank you for participating in this study.

(Optional) If your team would like to see the final results of this study, please leave an email
address where the results can be sent to you.
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Thank you for taking this brief survey. The goal of this research is to evaluate the influence of
various factors on the accuracy of effort estimation in an agile software project.
Estimated time of completion is approximately five (5) minutes. Individuals must be 18 years of
age to participate. Below are brief survey definitions that will be used throughout the
survey. Please take a moment to become familiar with these definitions.
Your participation is voluntary. Your responses will remain anonymous. You may halt your
participation in this study at any time. Further, you may skip any question that you do not wish
to answer.
IRB Approval
This study has been reviewed by The University of Mississippi’s Institutional Review Board
(IRB). If you have any questions, concerns, or reports regarding your rights as a participant of
research, please contact the IRB at (662) 915-7482 or irb@olemiss.edu. Statement of
Consent I have read and understand the above information. By completing the survey/interview
I consent to participate in the study.
Survey Definitions
Effort Estimation: Attempting to quantify the work or time required to complete a task. An
accurate response to “When will you be done?” is a primary goal of effort estimation.
Iteration: In agile software development, a single development cycle.
Software Methodology: A strategy for developing software that includes software development,
testing, and delivery. Commonly discussed software methodologies include agile, iterative, and
waterfall.
Sprint: The name used for an iteration specific to Scrum agile methods.
Technical Debt: Steve McConnell succinctly described technical debt as a consequence of “a
design or construction approach that's expedient in the short term but that creates a technical
context in which the same work will cost more to do later than it would cost to do now (including
increased cost over time).” In short, technical debt is a consequence of a previous development
decision rather than a software bug or defect.

▢

By selecting this checkbox, I certify that I am 18 years or older. (1)
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Q2 Within your organization, which title describes your current role?

o Executive (1)
o Developer (2)
o Personnel Manager (3)
o Product Manager (4)
o Project Manager (5)
o Tester (6)
Q4 What is your age?
________________________________________________________________
Q32 How many years of software development experience do you have?
________________________________________________________________
Q5 What is your gender identity?

o Female (1)
o Male (2)
o Other (3) ________________________________________________
o I prefer not to answer (4)
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Q11 Instructions: For the remaining survey questions, please recall your experience as a team
participant during a completed iteration or sprint that involved the maintenance of an existing
piece of code. Using that experience, provide the best answer.

Q12 In order to group responses pertaining to the same iteration or sprint, please provide the first
and last initial of the agile team lead followed by the end date ("MMDDYYYY") of the iteration
or sprint (e.g., TC04162018).
________________________________________________________________
Q34 Related to this iteration or sprint, what is the expected useful lifetime of the software (in
years)?

Q7 Indicate your level of agreement with the following statement.
The team had limited effort estimation experience.

o Strongly disagree (1)
o Disagree (2)
o Neither agree or disagree (3)
o Agree (4)
o Strongly agree (5)
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Q34 Rate your team's effort estimation experience.

o None at all (1)
o A little (2)
o Somewhat (3)
o A lot (4)
o A whole lot (5)
Q36 Indicate your level of agreement with the following statement.
The team had a fair amount of effort estimation experience.

o Strongly disagree (1)
o Disagree (2)
o Neither agree or disagree (3)
o Agree (4)
o Strongly agree (5)
Q13 For the particular iteration under consideration, how accurate was the effort estimate?
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Q18 Indicate your level of agreement with the following statement. The team given
responsibility for controlling the project.

o Strongly disagree (1)
o Disagree (2)
o Neither agree or disagree (3)
o Agree (4)
o Strongly agree (5)
Q21 Was the team allowed to control the project?

o Not at all (1)
o Input was requested but not considered (2)
o Input was requested and partially considered (3)
o Input was requested and given full consideration (4)
o Input was requested, given full consideration and implemented (5)
Q15 Rate the following characteristics of the iteration.
Far below
average (1)

Below
average (2)

Average (3)

Above
average (4)

Far above
average (5)

Complexity
(3)

o

o

o

o

o

Code Base
Familiarity
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

Team's Level
of Project
Control (5)

o

o

o

o

o

Scale (6)

o

o

o

o

o
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Q22 When addressing the tasks for this iteration or sprint, how familiar were the team members
with the code base for this project?

o Not at all familiar (1)
o Slightly familiar (2)
o Somewhat familiar (3)
o Moderately familiar (4)
o Extremely familiar (5)
Q29 Regarding the code base for this iteration, the team was:

o Not at all familiar with the code base (1)
o Slightly familiar with the code base (2)
o Somewhat familiar with the code base (3)
o Moderately familiar with the code base (4)
o Extremely familiar with the code base (5)
Q17 How would your team rate the iteration timeline?

o Not aggressive at all (1)
o Slightly aggressive (2)
o Moderately aggressive (3)
o Very aggressive (4)
o Extremely aggressive (5)
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Q19 Overall, the team felt the timeline was:

o Not aggressive at all (1)
o Slightly aggressive (2)
o Moderately aggressive (3)
o Very aggressive (4)
o Extremely aggressive (5)
Q31 Iteration timeline aggressiveness:

o Not aggressive at all (1)
o Slightly aggressive (2)
o Moderately aggressive (3)
o Very aggressive (4)
o Extremely aggressive (5)
Q16 How would the team rate the scale of this iteration?

o Very small (1)
o Small (2)
o Average (3)
o Large (4)
o Very Large (5)
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Q23 What was the team's perception of the scale of the iteration?

o Very small (1)
o Small (2)
o Average (3)
o Large (4)
o Very Large (5)
Q14 Rate the team's overall knowledge of the problem domain associated with this iteration.

o Not at all knowledgeable (1)
o Slightly knowledgeable (2)
o Somewhat knowledgeable (3)
o Moderately knowledgeable (4)
o Extremely knowledgeable (5)
Q24 What was the team's knowledge of the business issues associated with this iteration?

o Not at all knowledgeable (1)
o Slightly knowledgeable (2)
o Somewhat knowledgeable (3)
o Moderately knowledgeable (4)
o Extremely knowledgeable (5)
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Q25 Regarding the business domain of this iteration, the team's was:

o Not at all knowledgeable (1)
o Slightly knowledgeable (2)
o Somewhat knowledgeable (3)
o Moderately knowledgeable (4)
o Extremely knowledgeable (5)
Q26 Was technical debt considered during the effort estimation process?
As a reminder of the definition of technical debt, Steve McConnell succinctly described technical
debt as a consequence of “a design or construction approach that's expedient in the short term
but that creates a technical context in which the same work will cost more to do later than it
would cost to do now (including increased cost over time).” In short, technical debt is
a consequence of a previous development decision rather than a software bug or defect.
 Not at all (1)
 A little (2)
 Somewhat (3)
 A lot (4)
 A great deal (5)
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Q33 During any team meetings about effort estimation, did agile team members discuss technical
debt?

o Not at all (1)
o A little (2)
o Somewhat (3)
o A lot (4)
o A great deal (5)
Q28 Based on your memory, was technical debt discussed during the effort estimation process?

o Not at all (1)
o A little (2)
o Somewhat (3)
o A lot (4)
o A great deal (5)
Q27 Rate the team's perception of the complexity of this iteration.

o Very complex (1)
o Moderately complex (2)
o Somewhat complex (3)
o Slightly complex (4)
o Not complex (5)
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Q30 Indicate your level of agreement with the following statement:
The complexity of this iteration was high.

o Strongly disagree (1)
o Disagree (2)
o Neither agree or disagree (3)
o Agree (4)
o Strongly agree (5)
Q31 Was there anything the team could have done to improve the accuracy of the effort
estimate? Please explain.
________________________________________________________________
Q32 Thank you for participating in this study.

(Optional) If your team would like to see the final results of this study, please leave an email
address where the results can be sent to you.
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VITA
James Frank Ball, Jr.
dearjimmyball@gmail.com
An executive with over ten years of executive leadership experience in both corporate and higher
education environments. Customer focused with the ability to balance customer requests and
technology initiatives in a budget sensitive environment. Experienced in multiple phases of a
project life cycle, from initial analysis to go live events and continuous client support. Effective
in building and directing security and disaster recovery efforts. Skilled in leading integration
implementations in the support of academic units and corporate acquisitions.
•
•
•
•
•

Core Competencies
Strategic and Operational Planning
• Team Building and Recruitment
Budget Administration
• Security and Disaster Recovery
Leadership
Project Management and Execution
• Technology Integration with Mergers
and Acquisitions
Customer Service Management and
• Software Development and Quality
Advocacy
Assurance
Policy Development
• Infrastructure Implementation and
Support

Higher Education Experience
Deputy Chief Information Officer for Academic Technology, University of Mississippi,
January 2012 to Present
• Provides executive leadership within two divisions, namely Information Technology (IT)
and Outreach and Continuing Education (Outreach)
• Leads the ongoing effort to unify the technology strategy across IT and Outreach divisions
• Administrates budget requests and prioritization of state appropriated and auxiliary funds
• Oversees the management of the Faculty Technology Development Center, Information
Technology Helpdesk, Classroom Technology and Outreach Information Technology
departments
• Negotiates contracts in association with the Office of General Counsel and the Office of
Procurement Services
• Sets the strategy and implementation timelines for software development staff within
Outreach and the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assists the Security Coordinator with advising departments on the implementation of
FERPA and HIPAA standards as well as performing security audits
Assists research faculty with resolving a variety of technology and instructional barriers
while maintain appropriate security safeguards
Assists School of Business Administration faculty with security analysis for FBI and law
enforcement presentations
Supports students using social media tools developed for early detection of technology
issues
Directs efforts for technology enhancements in the support of classroom delivery, online
delivery and distance education at all regional campuses
Develops software automation solutions to integrate systems
Conducts annual EDUCAUSE Center for Analysis and Research (ECAR) student survey
Participates as an EDUCAUSE proposal reviewer for the annual EDUCAUSE conference
Serves on the Accessibility and Instructional Technology university standing committees

Adjunct Instructor, School of Business Administration, University of Mississippi, August 2015
to Present
• Provides interactive and hands-on instruction to undergraduate students, using private
sector experience to expose students to career opportunities in technology
• Instructs students from multiple academic disciplines on the fundamentals of Management
Information Systems
• Assists individual students to improve understand of concepts and course grades
Manager of Security and Development (Interim), The Mississippi Center for Supercomputing
Research, University of Mississippi, September 1999 to February 2000
• Provided high performance computing (HPC) research support and HPC license
management
• Led Year 2000 microcomputer compliance efforts for the University of Mississippi
• Managed various software development projects for the Office of Information Technology
at the University of Mississippi
Supercomputer User Consultant, The Mississippi Center for Supercomputing Research,
University of Mississippi, May 1993 to May 1998
• Managed information services such as World Wide Web, gopher and mailing list servers
• Provided C, C++ and Fortran programming support to scientists and software developers
• Developed web and HPC applications
Research Associate, The Jamie Whitten National Center for Physical Acoustics, University of
Mississippi, May 1989 to May 1993
• Developed applications for data acquisition, scientific data analysis and data visualization
• Created end-user documentation for commercial applications
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Private Sector Experience

Chief Information Officer, mTrade, LLC, April 2016 to Present
• Directs technology units including Software Development and Information Technology
as well as Security implementation initiatives
• Leads the annual budget prioritization of the mTrade capital budget
• Performs vendor contract negotiations for technology initiatives
• Advises mTrade directors on automation and next generation solutions development
• Participates in the overall strategic efforts of the executive management team
• Represents mTrade concerning Information Technology services including client site
performance and system availability
• Led the mTrade team concerning the technology disconnect as a part of the divestiture
from FNC, Incorporated.
Chief Information Officer, FNC, Incorporated, September 2004 to January 2012
• Developed the strategies for Information Technology and Quality Control initiatives
• Directed Customer Support, XML and Forms, Quality Control, Information Technology
and Data Extraction (OCR) departments
• Led personnel with annual budget prioritization of the FNC capital budget
• Advised FNC directors on next generation solutions development
• Managed technology integrations related to corporate acquisitions
• Participated in the overall strategic efforts of the executive management team
• Represented FNC concerning Information Technology services including client site
performance and system availability
• Managed an in-house big data migration and application modernization effort, moving
from Oracle to Microsoft platforms
• Assisted the internal enterprise risk leadership with client executive correspondence during
client driven disaster recovery and security audits
• Assisted Human Resources leadership with recruiting business and engineering students
Director of Production Support, FNC, Incorporated, September 2002 to September 2004
• Advised executive management on technology initiatives and budgeting requirements for
future growth to meet client expansion efforts.
• Directed various departments including XML and Forms technology, Quality Control,
Information Technology (Infrastructure), Data Extraction (OCR) and Customer Support
• Led the initial software development security audit team
• Assisted the COO with the development and promotion of security and disaster recovery
standards
• Developed automated solutions for system and application monitoring
• Created the first automated appraisal and broker form data extraction application within
the mortgage industry
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Manager of XML and Forms, FNC, Incorporated, December 2001 to September 2002
• Managed personnel and technical support efforts associated with the Appraisal Institute
XML standard (AI Ready). NOTE: AI Ready is the foundational XML standard in the
mortgage industry
• Maintained the AI Ready software and XML document standard
• Developed web-based and Microsoft desktop applications for nationwide deployment
Senior Developer, FNC, Incorporated, September 2001 to December 2001
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